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1. ISRAEL GOVERNMENT ACTIONS & STATEMENTS
Back to Table of Contents

1.1. Honduras Opens an Embassy in Jerusalem
Following the United States, Kosovo and Guatemala, Honduras became the fourth country to relocate its
embassy to the Israeli capital at a dedication ceremony at Jerusalem's Malha Technology Park. Honduran
President Juan Orlando Hernandez arrived in Israel for the occasion. Hernandez's mother and sister, as
well as Honduras' Deputy President Ricardo Antonio Alvarez Arias, Interior Minister Rigoberto Chang
Castle, the head of the Honduran Public Prosecutor's Office Oscar Fernando Chinchilla Banegas, and other
officials flew to Israel on Dr. Miriam Adelson's plane. While in Israel, Hernandez will meet with President
Reuven Rivlin, Prime Minister Naftali Bennett and Opposition Leader Benjamin Netanyahu.
The opening of the Honduran Embassy is the culmination of a story 30 years in the making. It all began
when the Israeli Embassy in the Central American country identified Hernandez as a figure that could prove
influential in the country in the future. Invited to Israel by the Foreign Ministry's International Development
Cooperation Agency, Hernandez took part in a young leadership course in 1991. Unfortunately, Israel
closed its embassy in the country's capital of Tegucigalpa due to budget cuts in 1995 and appointed the
then-envoy to Guatemala to represent Israel to Honduras in its place. In the past year, Serbia, the
Dominican Republic and Malawi said they would also open embassies in Jerusalem, though none of them
have done so yet.
In the meantime, Hernandez went on to become a successful businessman. Seven years ago, he ran for
the presidency and won. One of the first steps he took as president was to bolster ties with Israel. He
visited four separate times while in office, keeping in touch with former Prime Minister Netanyahu, whose
economic approach he saw as a model to be emulated. A few months after the United States and Honduras'
neighbor Guatemala relocated their embassies to Jerusalem, Hernandez agreed to Netanyahu's request
to follow in their footsteps. Despite vocal opposition from the country's large pro-Palestinian community, the
move went ahead as planned. In return for the embassy's relocation to Jerusalem, Israel agreed to reopen
its embassy in Honduras. (Various 24.06)
Back to Table of Contents

1.2. Foreign Minister Lapid Opens Israeli Embassy in Abu Dhabi
Foreign Minister Lapid inaugurated the Israeli embassy in Abu Dhabi on 29 June, thanking former Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu for being the architect of the Abraham Accords. The UAE was chosen as
the destination for Lapid's first official visit as Israel's foreign minister, and not by chance. The new
government seeks to continue the momentum of the Abraham Accords, both in their economic aspects and
in their strategic aspects against Iran, against the background of the talks between Iran and the US on
restoring the nuclear agreement. Lapid added thanks to former US President Donald Trump and current
President Joe Biden for their support for the accords, and also Israel's previous minister of foreign affairs
Gabi Ashkenazi.
In addition, the king of Bahrain, Hamad bin Isa bin Salman Al Khalifa officially appointed an ambassador to
Israel, Khaled Yousif Al-Jalahma, who will arrive in Israel shortly and open the Bahraini embassy. The
appointment represents an indirect signal from Saudi Arabia, of which Bahrain has close ties, that it seeks
continuing ties with Israel and its new government. Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman had direct
contact with former Prime Minister Netanyahu and the two men reportedly met in the Saudi city of Neom
last winter. (Globes 29.06)
Back to Table of Contents
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1.3. Karmiel - Kiryat Shmona Railway Route Approved
Israel's Northern District Planning and Building Committee has approved the plans for the railway line
between the Western Galilee town of Karmiel and the Upper Galilee town of Kiryat Shmona. The approval
comes 11 years after the Israeli government decided to promote the plans to link Kiryat Shmona to the
national rail network by extending the Karmiel - Haifa line.
The new line will extend over 54 kilometers of mountainous terrain with 20 kilometers of tunnels and 5.6
kilometers of bridges. The complexity of the project will push up costs to at least NIS 20 billion. The original
plan called for a fast link line with trains capable of traveling up to 250 kilometers per hour but in the end it
will be a regular track capable of taking trains traveling up to 160 kilometers per hour. There will be four
new stations on the new stretch of track at Karmiel East, Merom Hagalil, Hatzor Haglilit, and the terminal
at Kiryat Shmona. The line will also serve cargo trains. (Globes 23.06)
Back to Table of Contents

1.4. Israel's Sovereign Wealth Fund to Begin to Operate Only in 2022
Israel's sovereign wealth fund, is meant to accumulate billions of shekels for the welfare of Israeli citizens
from taxation of the -profits of the Israel gas reservoirs, will begin to operate only in 2022, and not during
2021 as planned. This is because the amount collected in this form of taxation has not yet reached the
threshold for starting the fund - NIS 1 billion. So far, the Israel Tax Authority has collected just NIS 741
million. The Tax Authority expects collection to cross the NIS 1 billion threshold by the end of this year, but
it will be possible to operate the fund only in 2022.
This is a further postponement from the original date set for the wealth fund to begin to operate, which was
in 2018. The start of the fund has been put back several times, because of lower than expected revenue
from some of the gas reservoirs.
The Israel Citizens' Fund is meant to accumulate all the state's revenues from the tax on -profits of the gas
reservoir since 2011 (Sheshinsky Committee 1), and the revenues from the super-profits tax imposed in
extraction of natural resources since 2015, such as potash, bromine, magnesium and phosphates
(Sheshinsky Committee 2).
The Israel Tax Authority published official figures on tax collection under the Law for Taxation of Profits
from Natural Resources and a forecast for collection in the coming years. Between 2011 and 2020, a total
of NIS 486 million was collected from the gas reservoirs, and a further NIS 225 million was collected in the
first half of 2021. The tax under the law is in addition to companies' tax collected by the Tax Authority,
royalties on oil and gas collected by the Ministry of Energy, and royalties on natural resources collected by
the Accountant General in the Ministry of Finance. (Globes 05.07)
Back to Table of Contents

1.5. Israel & South Korea Sign COVID Vaccine Exchange Agreement
On 6 July, the government signed a vaccine agreement with South Korea facilitate the effective utilization
of the present and future vaccine inventories of both countries. According to the agreement, Israel, whose
vaccines are approaching their expiration date, will transfer approximately 700,000 doses of the Pfizer
vaccine to South Korea to vaccinate its population by the end of July. In return, South Korea will return the
same quantity of vaccines to Israel from a future order in September-October 2021.
This is the first agreement of its kind for the exchange of coronavirus vaccines that has been signed
between Israel and another country. The government praised the move and noted that the agreement will
take effect upon the completion of all processes, including testing the vaccines after their arrival in South
Korea. (Various 06.07)
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2. ISRAEL MARKET & BUSINESS NEWS
Back to Table of Contents

2.1. Delta Galil Announces Global Licensing With Wolford for Lingerie & Swimwear
Delta Galil Industries announced a new licensing with Wolford, a market leader in high-end tights, SKIN
WEAR, lingerie and body wear, to create, produce and market new women’s lingerie and swimwear
collections. The Wolford collections will be launched worldwide in Spring/Summer 2022 through Wolford
boutiques, leading department stores, selected multibrand and specialty shops, and on major online retail
platforms.
The newly developed Wolford lingerie collection features refined shapes and colors along with a variety of
lace patterns. The collection also features an Athleisure range as well as cotton and seamless intimate
apparel. The swimwear collection offers one and two-piece suits as well as coverups made with luxury
fabrics, sophisticated details and saturated colors. In addition to being available at Wolford boutiques and
online at Wolfordshop.com, the new collections will be available globally at premium department stores
such as Neiman Marcus, Harvey Nichols, KaDeWe, Galeria Karstadt Kaufhof, Galeries Lafayette, and La
Rinascente and on e-commerce platforms that include Mytheresa, MatchesFashion, Net-A-Porter and
Farfetch.
Israel's Delta Galil Industries is a global manufacturer and marketer of branded and private label apparel
products for men, women and children. Since its inception in 1975, the Company has continually strived
to create products that follow a body-before-fabric philosophy, placing equal emphasis on comfort,
aesthetics and quality. Delta Galil develops innovative seamless apparel including bras, shapewear and
socks; intimate apparel for women; extensive lines of underwear for men and branded Men’s underwear
including the brands Schiesser, Eminence, Athena & Liabel; babywear, activewear, sleepwear such as the
PJ Salvage brand, and leisurewear. Delta Galil also designs, develops, markets and sells branded denim
and apparel under the brand 7 For All Mankind®, and ladies apparel under the brands Splendid® as well
as others. (Delta Galil 23.06)
Back to Table of Contents

2.2. Acronis Establishes a New Cyber Protection R&D Center in Israel
Singapore's Acronis, a global leader in cyber protection, announced the opening of a new office in Herzliya,
Israel with plans to invest around $80 million into the country during the next five years. This new office will
focus on conducting cybersecurity research and development, enabling Acronis partners with local sales,
marketing, technical, and educational support, as well as, recruiting and activating new cloud partners. The
office also expands the company's global network of Acronis Cyber Protection Operations Centers
(CPOCs).
This announcement follows a $250 million funding round that raised the company's valuation to more than
$2.5 billion. Some of that new funding will be directed to the Herzliya office to recruit staff and support
regional partners. Acronis plans to recruit more than 100 highly skilled engineers, scientists and
cybersecurity professionals for the new location.
The new office is the latest in a series of announcements regarding Acronis' expansion in the region.
Acronis acquired the Israeli cybersecurity firm CyberLynx Security at the end of last year and opened a new
data center in Israel in April. To support Acronis' aggressive hiring goals, Acronis will collaborate with the
business community and top Israeli universities to establish workforce pipeline initiatives, R&D
collaborations, and training and mentoring guidance to help existing employees with their professional
development. (Acronis 25.06)
Back to Table of Contents
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2.3. env0 Raises $17 Million in Series A Funding to Advance Automation for DevOps
env0 has closed a $17 million Series A funding, bringing its total funding to $23.8 million. The round was
led by M12 - Microsoft's Venture Fund, and included existing investors Boldstart Ventures, Grove Ventures,
and Crescendo Ventures. The funds will be used to expand the company's Infrastructure as Code (IaC)
platform and accelerate visibility, predictability and governance of cloud deployments as the shift to IaC has
been growing dramatically in the last few years.
Over the past 12 months, env0 has seen a surge in customer adoption as enterprises capitalize on the
value of IaC automation. The new funding will drive DevOps leaders to use env0's collaborative remoterun workflow management platform for Terraform, Terragrunt and other IaC cloud deployments. The
company's IaC automation platform enables users and teams to jointly govern cloud deployments using a
range of capabilities that improve deployment provisioning. As a category innovator, env0 has brought
several industry-firsts to the domain such as multi-framework support; custom flows; IaC GitOps workflows;
cost estimation and actual cost monitoring; Policy as Code using the Open Policy Agent, and more.
Tel Aviv's env0 automates and simplifies the governance of cloud deployments for Terraform, Terragrunt
and IaC frameworks, offering a collaborative remote-run workflow management. Their powerful solution
addresses the need for provisioning and compliance of changing cloud resources. env0 enables users and
teams to jointly share configuration templates using remote state file storage to prevent drifts and accelerate
code deployment. env0 fully integrates with CI/CD pipelines and VCS tools and delivers full CLI support to
ensure a smooth, flawless process. (env0 24.06)
Back to Table of Contents

2.4. CoreTigo Raises a $13 Million Series B Round led by Cardumen & Verizon Ventures
CoreTigo closed its $13 million Series B financing round, bringing total financing raised to date to $27
million. Strategic investor Verizon Ventures joined CoreTigo's portfolio of distinguished investors, including
Cardumen Capital, which led the round, and existing investors Lenovo Capital, Magma Venture Partners,
Meron Capital, Qualcomm Ventures and Sierra Ventures.
CoreTigo's innovative IO-Link Wireless technology is creating an array of new and robust wireless solutions
previously not feasible in the industrial space for real-time control and monitoring. The company's solutions
are revolutionizing factory automation by providing cable-grade wireless connectivity which enables the
most adaptive and flexible machine design; smart and modular production line planning; and full access to
data anywhere and in any environment.
As smart machines and processes are evolving, the continuous development of wireless industrial
communication is key in the advancement of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT). CoreTigo's IO-Link
Wireless solutions are an integral ingredient in the convergence of IT and OT, complementing 5G global
wireless communication providers to enable high performance communications at all times.
Netanya's CoreTigo is unbinding the industrial space by providing high-performance IO-Link Wireless
communication solutions for machine builders, system integrators and industrial equipment manufacturers.
CoreTigo's products enable the design and retrofit of machines and production lines that were not possible
before. These solutions increase flexibility, adaptivity and modularity, resulting in cost effectiveness,
increased productivity and downtime reduction. Embraced by industrial leaders, the IO-Link Wireless global
standard, fit for harsh factory environments and motion control applications, provides cable-grade
connectivity for millions of sensors, actuators and industrial devices worldwide. (CoreTigo 24.06)
Back to Table of Contents
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2.5. Firebolt's $127 Million Series B Funding Delivers Analytics Experiences
Firebolt announced a $127 million all-equity Series B funding round, bringing its total funding to $164 million.
The funds will enable the company to capitalize on the exploding demand from tech companies building
data applications and interactive analytics over big data. Firebolt is a leading player in this highly
demanding segment of the market, which is currently underserved. Funding will be used to further expand
its product, engineering and go-to-market teams.
Since its $37 million Series A in December 2020, Firebolt has gained strong traction with data engineers
and software developers seeking to turn their big data into fast interactive experiences for a broad range of
applications, spanning from internal BI to customer-facing and operational data applications. New investors
are Dawn Capital and K5 Global. All investors from the previous round are participating, including Zeev
Ventures, TLV Partners, Bessemer Venture Partners and Angular Ventures.
Firebolt's technology introduces a two order-of-magnitude leap in performance and hardware efficiency.
This means that companies can analyze bigger data sets, create richer and faster analytic experiences,
while requiring less computing power to reduce costs.
Tel Aviv's Firebolt is the world's fastest cloud data warehouse, purpose-built for delivering a new grade of
analytic experiences over big data. It provides tech companies with a modern data stack, and orders of
magnitude faster query performance at a fraction of the cost of the alternatives by combining the simplicity,
elasticity and low cost of the cloud with the latest innovations in analytics. Engineering teams that adopted
Firebolt have been able to deploy data applications and interactive analytics over big data in weeks while
delivering sub-second performance at terabyte to petabyte scale. (Firebolt 24.06)
Back to Table of Contents

2.6. Sorbet Raises Another $15 Million Inside of Three Months
Sorbet has raised another $15 million, in a round led By Dovi Frances’ Group 11, not long after a $6 million
seed round only last April. Sorbet says it removes the burden of PTO from employers, allowing employees
to “spend” it on offers and other types of deals, giving employers far more control over the whole process
and the ability to forecast ahead. It does this by buying out PTO liabilities from employees and loading the
cash value of the PTO on prepaid credit cards. It then refinances these liabilities for employers, hence the
forecasting advantage.
With Sorbet, employers can provide their employees with an incredible financial and wellness benefit while
regaining full financial control and flexibility to minimize, restructure and refinance accrued vacation
liabilities for immediate, quantifiable impact on the balance sheet and bottom line.
Instead of being forced to pay out unpredictable accrued vacation balances whenever an employee leaves
the company, Tel Aviv's Sorbet provides organizations with the agency to control their finances. Sorbet
technology offers insightful accrual predictions, loan refinance flexibility, funding, and infrastructure to
reduce PTO liabilities, save costs, predict cash flows, and maximize tax benefits, all while offering
employees a cash out benefit. (Sorbet 24.06)
Back to Table of Contents

2.7. Zencity Raises $30 Million to Help Local Governments Hear From Their Communities
Zencity announced the closing of an additional $30 million investment from existing investors — TLV
Partners, Vertex Ventures Israel, Salesforce Ventures, M12 - Microsoft’s venture fund and Canaan Partners
Israel. Choosing to double down and increase their holdings in the company is a great show of confidence
by Zencity’s investors and a testament to their deep commitment to the company’s mission of helping local
governments measure and understand community feedback. Altogether, this investment brings Zencity’s
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total funding to over $50 million and will help Zencity continue to be a tour de force in meeting the continued
need for impactful and innovative government technology.
Now, as ever, local government leaders need accurate, real-time community feedback to guide key
decision-making around critical efforts such as vaccination, re-opening and police reform. Zencity is already
an invaluable tool for hundreds of state and local government agencies across four continents, and has
played a vital role in supporting government leaders and their communities in everything from day-to-day
management, to strategic budget and policy decisions. By helping government leaders hear from all
corners of their community, including those who may not typically engage with government for a host of
reasons, Zencity is also playing an essential role in enabling more equitable and inclusive governance.
Tel Aviv's Zencity is a community insights and analytics platform that provides actionable data to state and
local government leaders about their residents’ needs and priorities. As the most comprehensive civic
engagement solution on the market, Zencity offers government organizations insights from resident
feedback through the analysis of millions of pieces of anonymized and aggregated data points alongside
continuous, community-based polling. (Zencity 29.06)
Back to Table of Contents

2.8. JFrog to Acquire Vdoo to Deliver End-to-End Continuous Security
JFrog has entered into a definitive agreement to acquire Vdoo Connected Trust in a cash and stock-based
deal valued at approximately $300 million.
JFrog has accelerated its efforts to provide an industry-leading security offering to support DevOps users
as they respond to the disruption in the market for continuous software delivery. As part of the JFrog
Platform, Vdoo will accelerate JFrog’s vision of becoming the company behind all software updates and
creating a world of Liquid Software by expanding its end-to-end DevOps Platform offering, providing holistic
security from the development environment all the way to edges, IoT and devices.
Tel Aviv's Vdoo’s world-class security experts and vulnerability researchers will join the JFrog team to
continue to develop advanced security solutions for developers and security engineers. With years of
extensive experience in software architecture and vulnerability research, reverse engineering, and binary
code analysis, Vdoo’s team and JFrog will seek to deliver a complete DevSecOps solution to secure the
full software packages lifecycle. Vdoo’s technology for analyzing and securing software packages will fuel
JFrog’s security and runtime technology expansion. (JFrog 29.06)
Back to Table of Contents

2.9. Rapyd to Acquire Valitor and Expand Access to Global Payments in Europe
Rapyd entered into a definitive agreement with Arion Banki (Arion Bank) to acquire Valitor, an Icelandic
payments solutions company. The deal size is $100 million and subject to regulatory approval. Valitor is
a well-established payments brand and considered one of Europe's payments leaders, providing both instore and online payments acceptance solutions as well as card issuing to SMB merchants in Iceland, the
U.K. and Ireland, and across Europe. The acquisition of Valitor will complement Rapyd's existing payment
capabilities throughout Europe, as well as enhance its issuing portfolio.
Following Rapyd's recent financing round, the company is actively pursuing acquisition opportunities,
targeting strong payments companies and enhancing their capabilities by connecting them to the Rapyd
Global Payments Network. With its strong European presence, the acquisition of Valitor will empower
customers from any industry to streamline integration of omni-channel payments, expand into new markets,
flatten FX fees, unlocking revenue and growth potential that would otherwise be inaccessible to them.
Tel Aviv's Rapyd is the fastest way to power local payments anywhere in the world, enabling companies
across the globe to access markets quicker than ever before. By utilizing Rapyd's unparalleled payments
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network and Fintech-as-a-Service platform, businesses and consumers can engage in local and crossborder transactions in any market. The Rapyd platform is unifying fragmented payment systems worldwide
by bringing together 900-plus payment methods in over 100 countries. (Rapyd 01.07)
2.10.

El Al Launches Two Routes from Israel to Morocco

With the new era of Israeli-Moroccan relations, El Al became the second Israeli airline to announce direct
flights to two major cities in Morocco. Starting in July, it will begin offering flights from Ben Gurion
International Airport in Tel Aviv to Mohammed V airport in Casablanca, and Menara airport in Marrakech.
The inaugural flight date is set for 25 July. El Al stated that the flights to Morocco would take about five
hours each way and ticket prices would start at $499 for a round trip. The renormalization of ties between
Morocco and Israel last year, coupled with the beginning of Morocco’s annual repatriation event Operation
Marhaba, has been the focal point for many businesses in both countries.
The agreement, which was signed between the US, Morocco, and Israel last year, made Morocco the sixth
member of the Arab League to share normalized bilateral ties with Israel. Despite the lack of formal ties
prior to the 2020 agreement, Moroccan Jews reportedly still accounted for a sizable amount of clandestine
revenue for both countries. According to reports, Israel had $37 million worth of commerce with Morocco
in 2017 and the nations had $149 million worth of trade between 2014 and 2017, despite Morocco not
acknowledging this economic relationship.
Recently, a third Israeli airline, Arkia, also announced it will be launching routes to Morocco starting 3
August in response to its competitors in the Israeli airline industry. (MWN 27.06)
3. REGIONAL PRIVATE SECTOR NEWS
Back to Table of Contents

3.1. Edunation Secures $3 Million Investment
Edunation has secured a $3 million investment from Rubix, a US-based investor. Founded in 2013 with
the aim of transforming the education sector through technology, Edunation showed promising signs of
success from the beginning by securing their Pre-Seed investment in 2014 and another Seed round in
2019. The startup will utilize the funds to help propel its growth in existing markets across Jordan, Palestine,
Qatar, Kuwait, KSA and UAE, and drive further expansion into Egypt, Oman, Bahrain and beyond.
Amman's Edunation is a new age learning environment! Edunation helps students capitalize on teachable
moments by giving them instant access to knowledge. Edunation provides a new-age learning Platform
that helps students capitalize on teachable moments by giving them instant access to knowledge whenever
their curiosity and learning needs peak. Through the smart application of technology, the Platform
empowers educators to create personalized learning opportunities that sufficiently influence student
performance and outcomes. Students’ entire educational journey can be tracked and managed using our
innovative, visual learning intelligence engine. This enables educators to monitor and understand the
unique requirements of individual students, and refine and tweak the educational approach and pathways
accordingly. (Edunation 28.06)
Back to Table of Contents

3.2. Floward Secures $27.5 Million in Series B Investment
Floward is a Kuwait-based E-commerce startup that closed a $2.8 million Bridge round back in February
2020. Floward raised a $27.5 million Series B funding round led by STV, with participation from Impact46.
Floward is a full-fledged E-commerce solution that offers prime fresh-cut flowers, coupled with gifts and
products from local and international brands with same day delivery. This fragmented sector has
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traditionally been largely dominated by brick and mortar shops with almost no presence online, giving
Floward the opportunity to become the market leader in the MENA region.
Established in August 2006 as a major floral, gift retailer and distribution company, Floward is the first online
flowers consumer platform with delivery service across Kuwait. In October 2016, Floward was introduced
as a successor to Q8Flowers (original brand name) which resembles the root noun “flower” & ”"وردin both
languages, Arabic and English. (Floward 27.06)
Back to Table of Contents

3.3. Key Trends and Opportunities in the UAE Construction Market to 2025
The "Construction in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) - Key Trends and Opportunities to 2025 (Q2/21)"
report has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com's offering. The UAE's construction sector declined by
an estimated 4.8% in real terms in 2020, due to the COVID-19 outbreak and low global oil demand. The
publisher maintains its expectation that the construction industry will rebound in 2021, and record growth
of 3.1%. The postponement of Expo 2020 increasingly looks like a boon that will allow Dubai to ride a wave
of post-COVID-19 enthusiasm for new business opportunities in the short term. Thereafter, the industry is
expected to expand at an annual average of 3.8% between 2022 and 2025. The approval of a new Dubai
Building Code in October 2020 is a positive development; the new code outlines a revised set of
construction rules and standards and seeks to reduce construction costs by streamlining building rules.
As part of its economic support program, in July 2020 the government announced a new package worth
AED1.5 billion ($408 million), including the cancellation of certain fines imposed by the government and the
customs department, tax reimbursements to hotels and restaurants, and providing various banking facilities
to individuals and corporates. In October 2020, the government announced an additional AED500 million
($136.1 million) of a stimulus package to support the local economy, and then a further AED315 million
($85.8 million) in early January 2021.
The medium-term outlook still looks promising, as the government continues with its infrastructure plans,
given various government initiatives such as the Energy Strategy 2050, the Sheikh Zayed Housing Program
and the Dubai Tourism Strategy. Infrastructure projects are a key part of the UAE's economic expansion,
as it seeks to build efficient transport and logistics networks as well, as reliable supplies of clean energy.
Furthermore, Israel and the UAE have reached a historic deal to normalize ties opening up investment
opportunities, where the countries agreed to develop a joint strategy to boost co-operation in the energy
sector. (ResearchAndMarkets.com 25.06)
Back to Table of Contents

3.4. Dubai SME Launches New Business Incubator in the American University
Dubai SME, the agency of Dubai Economy mandated to develop the small and medium enterprise (SME)
sector, in association with the American University in Dubai (AUD), has added a new business incubator to
its expanding network of certified business incubators and accelerators. The new incubator at AUD aims
to establish free economic and creative zones across universities in Dubai, to encourage innovation and
entrepreneurship among students. Dubai SME launched the initiative to accredit business incubators and
accelerators to promote a stimulating environment for creative entrepreneurs and ensure the required
support for then to turn their innovative ideas into pioneering projects.
The business incubators in universities will focus on the best practices followed globally to encourage the
spirit of innovation, while students can benefit from varied facilities, including common work spaces and
incentives to launch their projects. (WAM 27.06)
Back to Table of Contents
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3.5. IAA Welcomes New Official Market Alliance Partner in the UAE
Westchester, Illinois' IAA, a leading global digital marketplace connecting vehicle buyers and sellers,
announced a strategic partnership with Marhaba Cars Auction located in the United Arab Emirates.
Marhaba Cars Auction is a leading provider of online and in-person vehicle auctions and related shipping
services. Marhaba Cars Auction will manage IAA’s Auction Center in the city of Sharjah, UAE, a major hub
of the country’s repairable vehicle trade.
As an official partner, Marhaba Cars Auction will leverage IAA’s technology to operate its auctions through
the U.S.-patented AuctionNow bidding platform. Using this technology will help to maximize reach for
sellers, as Marhaba Cars Auction’s inventory will integrate with IAA’s website. Marhaba Cars Auction
listings also will leverage the market-leading IAA Interact™ merchandising platform, which gives buyers the
detailed information they want at a glance. On the local level, Marhaba Cars Auction purchasing experts
will provide support for buyers in the UAE seeking to research, bid, buy and transport vehicles from IAA
auctions in North America. (IAA 28.06)
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3.6. Splitit Partners with Leading Middle East BILLIONPL Provider tabby
New York's Splitit, a company empowering consumers to use their existing credit to spread payments over
time, announced a partnership with tabby, the leading Middle East Buy Now Pay Later provider. tabby will
integrate Splitit's installment payment platform through a white-label solution to allow tabby's merchants to
offer installments on credit cards. The integration of Splitit will also allow tabby to expand its offering to
new merchant categories and those with higher average order values.
tabby will integrate Splitit's technology into the tabby BILLIONPL platform to seamlessly provide shoppers
with an additional option to pay in installments over time using their credit card. The integration to tabby's
BILLIONPL platform is expected to be completed by the end of Q3 2021.
Dubai's tabby is the GCC's first Buy Now Pay Later solution with a mission to empower people to easily
buy what they want, when they want, while remaining in control of their finances. tabby helps retailers
across the UAE and KSA boost their sales by offering their customers flexible Buy Now Pay Later payment
solutions. tabby integrates directly into merchant checkouts or POS systems, instantly providing consumers
a way to pay for their purchases with only 25% of the transaction value paid at the time of purchase and
the remainder automatically charged over three monthly installments. (Splitit 28.06)
Back to Table of Contents

3.7. iWire Secures $34 Million Series A Investment
iWire, a UAE-based Internet of Things startup, has raised a $34 million Series A funding round, led by Noor
Capital, with participation from Bpifrance. Launched in April 2018, Dubai's iWire builds country-wide
communications networks to power massive IoT solutions. The IoT network allows large scale businesses
such as utility companies, smart cities, smart facilities and logistics service providers to deploy massive IoT
solutions in a fast, cost-effective and highly scalable way.
The funds will enable iWire to accelerate its development and enter new markets over the coming years,
and expand its geographic presence across 12 countries, by building the digital communication
infrastructure to power massive IoT. (iWire 29.06)
Back to Table of Contents
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3.8. Cashee Secures $1 Million Pre-Seed Investment
Cashee, a Dubai based Fintech and Edtech startup has successfully raised a $1 million Pre-Seed funding
round. Cashee provides a prepaid card and digital platform to kids and teens that gives their parents the
ability to deposit money, manage gifts, pay allowances, manage chores and set flexible controls on how
much kids can spend. The vision of the company is to improve financial literacy in the MENA region whilst
empowering the youth on the subject of money management in what is quickly becoming a cashless
society.
In a relatively short period of time, Cashee has already built an incredible ecosystem which includes some
impressive names like Visa and Microsoft. The fact that the company achieved over 150% of their target
raise is a very positive sign on the emphasis the local investor community is putting on youth. The
investment will be used to drive the UAE roll out commencing July 2021 and the organizational set up in
KSA which is already underway. Cashee aims to help busy parents raise money-smart kids. By offering a
prepaid card and a money-management app with full parental control, Cashee helps kids learn financial
responsibility from a young age. (Cashee 28.06)
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3.9. Saudi Arabia Coffee Market Report for 2021-2027
The "Saudi Arabia Coffee Market 2021-2027 by Bean Type, Coffee Type, Distribution Channel, Application,
Region and Competitive Landscape" report has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com's offering. The
Saudi Arabia Coffee Market is projected to grow at a CAGR of 6.2% during 2021-2027. Saudi Arabia coffee
market grew at a considerable rate in recent years on the back of changing consumer preferences, fastpaced lifestyle, and growing working-class population. Additionally, the coffee market across the country
is majorly import-driven. African, Asian and Latin American nations are the major exporters of coffee across
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Furthermore, the spread of COVID-19 led to an unreasonable hike in the coffee market, owing to 'stringent
nation-wide lockdown policy' adopted by the Saudi government, which resulted in, unnecessary piling of
packed food items which also includes instant coffee packs and pouches by the inhabitants of the country
during 2020.
By distribution channel, hypermarket/supermarket bagged the highest revenue share in 2020, on account
of limitless buying option available, in comparison to its counterpart (i.e. online platform combined with lack
of trust while making payments via digital platforms). However, the online channel is projected to witness
significant growth opportunities in the forthcoming years, owing to contact-less buying/delivery and cashless transactions options.
Further, based on bean types, Arabica occupied the majority of revenue share in 2020, and the same trend
is expected during the forthcoming years, owing to end-consumer taste combined with health benefits for
such bean type as Arabica is much sweeter and has more lipid contents than its other counterparts (i.e.
Robusta, Liberica and Excelsa). Additionally, the higher acid content in Arabica beans makes it perfect for
improving the taste of wines and chocolates. Hence, Arabica is highly demanded in the F&B industry of
Saudi Arabia. (ResearchAndMarkets.com 23.06)
Back to Table of Contents

3.10.

IR4LAB Secures $1.5 Million from Aramco’s Wa’ed

Dhahran's IR4LAB has closed a $1.5 million investment round from Wa’ed, the entrepreneurship arm of
Aramco. Founded in 2017, IR4LAB's solutions are enabling corporations to root out the resume and
professional certification fraud certification. Their DocCerts product enables professional and technical
certification providers and training centers to issue digital, immutable and instantly verifiable certificates that
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companies such as Aramco can use to determine whether workers and job applicants possess valid training
certificates.
IR4LAB plans to use the investment to increase its customer base, expand the breadth of its coverage to
more professional certification societies and intensify an ongoing partnership with Aramco’s Digital
Transformation Office. (IR4LAB 30.06)
Back to Table of Contents

3.11.

MaxAB Closes Landmark Funding in New Round led by RMBV

MaxAB has raised $40 million in a series A round led by impact investor RMBV, bringing the amount
invested in the company since its record $6.2 million seed round in 2019 to just north of $46 million. The
round saw participation from the IFC, Flourish Ventures, Crystal Stream Capital, Rise Capital, Endeavor
Catalyst, as well as MaxAB’s original early backers Beco Capital and 4DX Ventures. Investors in the round
also included Hayaat Group, a Dubai-based regional family office, Canada-based Sarona, Africa-focused
impact investor Axian Telecom, and individual Egyptian investors, a source close to the transaction told us,
without naming the local investors.
The Cairo-based B2B food and grocery platform will use the proceeds to set up a branch in every key city
in Egypt, with an eye to eventually set up shop in other MENA countries. It will also be able to grow its
recently-launched business verticals through new supply chains and financing solutions for businesses,
while also ramping up hiring and recruitment, further positioning Egypt as one of the primary technology
hubs in the region.
MaxAB is a platform that connects informal food and grocery retailers with suppliers through an Android
app. It aims to automate and simplify the $45 billion consumer goods industry in Egypt by providing retailers
in underserved areas access to a variety of products, the ability to order stock online, a rapid delivery
service, and access to credit. Brands that use the platform can make use of tools including real-time
demand monitoring, helping them make informed decisions about their purchasing. (MaxAB 04.07)
Back to Table of Contents

3.12.

Etihad & El Al to Offer Joint Flight Booking

The national airlines of the United Arab Emirates and Israel launched a joint codeshare network on 1 July.
Starting 8 July for flights from 18 July onward, travelers can purchase Etihad Airways flights between Abu
Dhabi and Tel Aviv using El Al’s code. Lately, the two airlines launched a reciprocal loyalty agreement for
their frequent flyers programs. Codeshare agreements allow customers to purchase the same flight via
two airlines. It is beneficial for people who have earned frequent flyer miles or other discounts via a specific
airline.
The agreement was made possible by the UAE and Israel establishing relations last September as part of
the US-brokered Abraham Accords. The Emirates became only the third country in the Arab world to
recognize Israel, and its decision led to Bahrain and Morocco also normalizing their ties with Israel.
Following the historic agreement, El Al and Etihad signed a memorandum of understanding in November
where they pledged to establish a joint codeshare network. Air travel is an important part of the agreement.
Israeli airlines cannot fly through many Arab states due to them not recognizing Israel. Now El Al, Etihad
and flydubai offer flights between the two countries. Etihad plans to add its flight code to El Al flights to 14
destinations in Middle East, Europe, Asia and the United States. (Al-Monitor 01.07)
Back to Table of Contents
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3.13.

Esri Enters Memorandum of Understanding with Ibn Zohr University

Redlands, California's Esri, the global leader in location intelligence, has entered into a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) with Ibn Zohr University in Agadir, Morocco. The agreement enables the university
to use Esri solutions in the development of new technologies for monitoring desertification, climate change,
sustainable development goal progress, oceanography, mining, architecture, and urbanization.
With 36 years of experience, Ibn Zohr University is now a national leader in training, research, and scientific
innovation. Since opening, the university has been intended as a space for the expression of dialogue and
open-mindedness with a framework of training and personal development. This agreement will bring IZU
new GIS technologies, providing it with earth observation and spatial data to better fulfill its educational and
training goals.
Esri, the global market leader in geographic information system (GIS) software, location intelligence, and
mapping, helps customers unlock the full potential of data to improve operational and business results. Esri
software is deployed in more than 350,000 organizations globally and in over 200,000 institutions in the
Americas, Asia and the Pacific, Europe, Africa, and the Middle East, including Fortune 500 companies,
government agencies, nonprofits, and universities. (Esri 28.06)
4. CLEAN TECH & ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENTS
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4.1. Emissions Cost the Israeli Economy NIS 31 Billion Annually
The Environmental Protection Ministry published a special report recently in which for the first time ever it
calculated the overall monetary cost of emissions to the Israeli economy: some NIS 31 billion (around $9.6
billion) annually. Within this total, the external cost of greenhouse gas emissions, which dramatically impact
the global climate crisis, cost the Israeli economy NIS 11.3 billion ($3.5 billion).
The ministry's report also showed that expanding the shit toward renewable energy resources for electricity
production by 40% by 2030 – a goal the ministry believes is not only attainable but imperative to accomplish
– will save the Israeli economy some NIS 4.5 billion ($1.4 billion) annually in external costs. The report also
indicates that increasing the transition to electric cars by 25% by 2030 will save the economy NIS 970
million ($299 million) annually.
Environmental Protection Minister Zandberg said that fighting the climate crisis lies at the very core of
Israel's national and economic strength and needs to guide the government, planning bodies, commercial
companies and environmental groups in their assessments of the broader picture of the effects that air
pollution and greenhouse emissions have on us. These figures lead to the conclusion that we must raise
the Israeli goal for renewable energy to 40% by 2030 and to zero [emissions] by 2050. (EPM 27.06)
Back to Table of Contents

4.2. CIB Confirmed to be Egypt's First Corporate Green Bond Issuer
The Financial Regulatory Authority (FRA) signed off on Egypt’s first corporate green bond issuance on 30
June, which, as expected, is being piloted by the Commercial International Bank (CIB). Subscription for
the issuance will see the sale of $100 million in non-callable, five-year, fixed-rate bonds. The International
Finance Corporation (IFC) will subscribe to the full issuance, CIB said.
The CIB was originally planning to take an initial $65 million tranche to market last October. The IFC was
said to be on board to snap up the entire issuance, and raise its investment to $100 million in a subsequent
tranche. It now appears that the CIB has upped that initial offering to $100 million. Proceeds will be used
to fund a portfolio of green loans extended by CIB to its corporate as well as medium- and small-enterprise
clients in addition to funding CIB’s green building capital expenditure for up to 20% of the proceeds.
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The Finance Ministry took the country’s maiden $750 million sovereign green bonds to market last
September. The issuance was almost 5x oversubscribed, attracting some $3.7 billion worth of orders.
Finance Minister Maait said last month that a second issuance is in the cards during the coming fiscal year,
which starts on 1 July, but that the matter was not yet settled. (Ent 04.07)
5. ARAB STATE DEVELOPMENTS
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5.1. Lebanon’s Inflation Rate Accelerates to 110.24% in April 2021
According to the Central Administration of Statistics (CAS), the Consumer Price Index (CPI), which gives
an overview about the evolution of goods and services’ prices consumed by households, revealed that
Lebanon’s monthly inflation rate soared from 46.6% in April 2020 to reach a dramatic level of 110.24% in
April 2021. The inflation rate in April 2021 registered a higher rate than the average inflation rate of 84.27%
in year 2020. Accordingly, all sub-components of Lebanon’s consumer price index (CPI) increased over
the studied period. In turn, the cost of Housing and utilities, inclusive of water, electricity, gas and other
fuels (grasping 28.4% of the CPI) added a yearly 25.6% by April 2021, where Owner-occupied rental costs
decreased by 5.99% year-on-year (YOY) while the average prices of water, electricity, gas, and other fuels
increased by 87.03% YOY. Looking at the prices of Food and non-alcoholic beverages (20% of CPI), it
surged by 207.78% yearly. In turn, the average prices of Transportation (13.1% of the CPI), Health (7.7%
of the CPI) and Education (6.6% of CPI) all recorded hikes of an annual 252.03%, 30.76% and 9.32%,
respectively, by April 2021. The costs of Clothing and Footwear (5.2% of CPI) surged by 347.53% by April
2021, and the prices of Communication (4.5% of the CPI) increased by 41.64%. Prices of Furnishings and
household equipment (3.8% of CPI), Alcoholic beverages and tobacco (1.4% of CPI), and Recreation,
amusement, and culture (2.4% of the CPI) increased by 460.53%, 203.29%, and 123.06%, respectively, by
April 2021.
Lebanon’s soaring inflation rate was led mostly by the Lebanese pound devaluation. This increase is in
line with expectations, notably in light of the devastating current situation. This phenomenon will continue
to be seen in the coming period driven in particular by a rise in unsubsidized fuel and diesel. Inflation rate
by April. (CAS 24.06)
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5.2. Lebanon’s Trade Deficit at $732.5 Million in January 2021
During the first month of 2021, Lebanon’s trade deficit totaled $732.5M, narrowing from the $820.5M
registered in the same month last year. Total imported goods retreated by 20.6% year-on-year (YOY) to
$916.45M. This may be attributed to the deterioration of the Lebanese purchasing power, due to the
catastrophic depreciation of the national currency against the dollar. Meanwhile, Lebanon’s total exports
retreated by 44.8% YOY to $183.88M in January 2021. The Mineral products grasped the lion’s share of
total imported goods with a stake of 25.4%. Products of the chemical or allied industries ranked second,
composing 15.97% of the total while Vegetable Products and Pearls, precious stones and metals grasped
the respective shares of 7.25% and 8.93%, respectively. Compared to January 2020, the value of imported
Mineral products slumped from $458.1M to $232.40M. In fact, the imported volume of mineral products
(mostly oil) decreased by 49.27% YOY. This giant decrease is mainly attributed to the deterioration of the
national currency, while BDL has strict measures in order to accept to subsidize the importation of oil at the
official Lebanese rate 1507.5.
In January, the top three import destinations were Turkey, China and Greece, grasping respectively
11.45%, 7.89%, and 7.60% of the total value of imports. On the Exports front, Lebanon’s top exported
products were Pearls, precious stones and metals grasping a share of 39.64% of the total. Base metals
&articles of base metal and Prepared foodstuffs, beverages & tobacco followed, with each grasping a share
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of 8.60% and 8.77%, respectively, of the total. The top three export destinations in January 2021 were
UAE, Switzerland and Egypt with the respective shares of 18.7%, 10.5% and 6.7%. (CAS 28.06)
Back to Table of Contents

5.3. Lebanon is Running Out of Foreign Reserves
According to the balance sheet of Banque du Liban (BDL), the central bank’s total assets added 3.12%
compared to last year, to reach $156.74B by end of June 2021. The increase was mainly due to the 43.76%
year-on-year (YOY) rise in other assets, grasping 34.02% of BDL’s total assets and reaching $53.32B by
end of June 2021. However, the gold account, composing 10.34% of BDL’s total assets decreased by
0.72% yearly to reach $16.21B by the same period. BDL’s foreign assets (grasping 13.11% of total assets)
decreased by 37.64% YOY to stand at $20.55B by end of June 2021. Specifically, this account mainly
includes Eurobonds held by BDL, and reserves that BDL possesses with foreign correspondents and other
short-term instruments. In fact, this account doesn’t totally reflect the real situation. For instance,
Eurobonds are estimated to be $5.03B; however those Eurobonds are currently trading on average at 15%
per dollar, which raises questions about the value of Eurobonds on BDL’s balance sheet.
On the liabilities front, financial sector deposits (68.29% of BDL’s total liabilities) recorded a downtick of
4.61% YOY to settle at $107.04B by end of June 2021, of which more than two thirds are denominated in
dollars. Looking at Currency in Circulation outside of BDL (17.07% of BDL’s total liabilities) it increased by
109.15% jumping from $12.79B by end of June 2020 to $26.75B at end of June 2021. On the whole, the
situation has becoming extremely critical in Lebanon. Nevertheless, the fastest thing that could make
Lebanon out of his current crisis is a fast injection of dollars into his financial system. In this context, a
statement by the Finance Ministry said that Lebanon, as a member of the IMF, could be allocated in next
August special drawing rights (SDR) amounting $900M which will boost the Central Bank’s foreign currency
reserves, though temporarily. (BDL \04.07)
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5.4. EBRD Forecasts Growth of 1.5% for the Jordanian Economy
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) said Jordan's economic growth is
expected to rebound up to 1.5% in 2021. According to its latest Regional Economic Prospects, the EBRD
indicated that the growth is owed to the lingering effects of the pandemic, a lackluster recovery in tourism
and fiscal tightening to rein in the Kingdom's growing public debt.
In 2020, the Jordanian economy contracted for the first time in 30 years, shrinking 1.6% according to the
Jordanian government’s estimates. The financial and agriculture sectors were the principal sources of
growth, tourism, the main driver of growth in recent years, declined 76% on the year.
In 2022, growth is seen picking up to 2.2% as Jordan advances reforms and global tourism resumes. The
main risks to the outlook include the erosion of competitiveness, regional instability and a slower-thanexpected recovery in partner economies, the report noted. The EBRD also raised its economic growth
forecast for the southern and eastern Mediterranean (SEMED) region to 3.5% in 2021. The return to growth
follows a 2.1% decline in the GDP in 2020. However, the Bank warned that the speed of recovery would
vary from economy to economy, reflecting the slow recovery in tourism, mounting fiscal pressures and
political uncertainty across the region. For 2022, the EBRD economists expect continued growth of 4.6%,
provided the region’s economies are supported by structural reforms, a recovery in foreign investment and
stronger trade flows. (Petra 29.06)
Back to Table of Contents
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5.5. World Bank Approves $290 Million for Vulnerable Groups in Jordan
The World Bank has approved additional financing of $290 million for the Emergency Cash Transfer
COVID-19 Response Project to provide cash support to poor and vulnerable households and workers
affected by the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in Jordan.
Although Jordan’s economy is beginning to recover, the shock caused by the pandemic continues to be felt
through job losses and reduced earnings. Households relying on informal work have been the most
affected, with many of them pushed into poverty. Some workers in the formal sector have suffered wage
cuts while others have stopped being paid altogether as the companies they worked for close down.
This new financing will scale up cash transfers to poor and near-poor households affected by the pandemic
and provide wage subsidies for workers in some of the most affected firms, it said, pointing out that the
financing is part of the $1.1 billion recently announced as a combination of loans and grants by the World
Bank and its international partners to support Jordan in responding to the pandemic and promoting an early,
climate-resilient and inclusive recovery.
The World Bank Group has committed over $125 billion to combat the health, economic, and social impacts
of the COVID-19 pandemic the fastest and largest response to a crisis in its history. This financing is
helping more than 100 countries strengthen their pandemic preparedness, protect jobs and the poor, and
jumpstart financially inclusive and climate-friendly economic recoveries. The Bank is also providing $12
billion to help low- and middle-income countries buy and distribute COVID-19 vaccines, tests, and
treatments. (Petra 28.06)
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5.6. U.S.-Jordan Trade at $1.2 Billion in First Third of 2021
Trade exchange between Jordan and the U.S. amounted to $1.2 billion in the first 4 months of 2021,
according to the American Chamber of Commerce in Jordan (AmCham), which indicated that Jordanian
exports to U.S. markets in the reporting period hit $420 million. Despite the fallout from the coronavirus
pandemic, the two country's trade exchange will exceed $4.8 billion by the end of the current year. U.S.Jordan trade stood at $3.2 billion in 2020, $1.32 billion of which were Jordanian exports.
The AmCham chairman stressed that the U.S.-Jordan free trade agreement, which was signed in 2000 and
came into full effect in 2010, doubled the two-way trade by 800%. He explained that the pact strengthened
economic ties by eliminating customs duties and taxes, pointing out that it was first free trade agreement
signed by the U.S. with An Arab country. Textiles, fertilizers, IT services, Dead Sea products, jewelry and
foodstuffs are the Kingdom's top exports to the U.S., while imports center on electrical and electronic parts.
(Petra 27.06)
►►Arabian Gulf
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5.7. UAE Cabinet Approves National Agenda for Non-oil Export Development
On 27 June, the UAE Cabinet approved the National Agenda for Non-oil Export Development, an integrated
framework for efforts to increase UAE's foreign trade, promote Emirati products and access new markets
all over the world. Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid reaffirmed that the UAE is among the top twenty countries
in foreign trade indicators and has a developed economic structure that is capable of coping with the
changing global economy, stressing the continued support for the national economy to be among the top
10 economies in the world. He added that non-oil sectors contribute more than 70% of the national
economy, stressing that the UAE aims to increase exports by 50% in the coming years. The agenda seeks
to meet the needs of national companies and exporters, as well as take the necessary measures to reinforce
the UAE leading position as regional and international hub for re-exports.
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Among its objectives, the agenda also aims at increasing UAE exports by opening new international
markets with the aim of supporting the country's foreign trade and enhancing the growth in 14 sectors to
ensure greater presence of Emirati goods in global markets.
Moreover, the cabinet approved a federal law on goods subject to non-proliferation controls, which aligns
with the UAE’s vision in maintaining security and stability in the UAE and abroad, and aims to actively
leverage control on sensitive goods and engaging in partnerships on both national and international levels.
(WAM 27.06)
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5.8. UAE's Re-Export Trade Amounted to AED467.5 Billion in 2020
The UAE's re-export trade amounted to AED467.5 billion in 2020 despite the ongoing economic slowdown
in direct result of the COVID-19 pandemic, according to the Federal Competitiveness and Statistics Centre
(FCSC). The re-export market accounts for 46.5% of the total re-exports and exports of commodities and
services in 2020, which are valued at AED1.003 trillion. They comprise 54.3% of the total commodity
imports, which stood at AED860.1 billion in the same year, therefore proving the UAE remains the leading
entrepȏt, warehouse and distribution country in the region.
According to the statistics, the total value of re-export trade in 2018 stood at around AED521 billion, or
44.2% of total re-exports and exports of products and services. In 2019 they were valued at AED516.5
billion, or 44.8% of total commodity exports and re-exports. (WAM 28.06)
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5.9. Saudi Arabia’s Jobless Rate Drops to Lowest Level Since 2016
Unemployment among Saudi Arabia’s citizens fell in the first quarter to its lowest level in nearly five years.
The jobless rate fell to 11.7%, down from 12.6% in the last three months of 2020, which itself represented
a decline from a record at the height of the coronavirus pandemic. Male unemployment increased slightly
to 7.2% from 7.1% in the fourth quarter of last year, while among women the rate fell to 21.2% from 24.4%,
according to data from the General Authority for Statistics.
Job creation is a major consideration for Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman as he reshapes an economy
dependent on exporting oil and importing foreign labor. The global health emergency exacerbated the
scale of the problem, pushing citizen unemployment up to 15.4% during the kingdom’s coronavirus
lockdown last year.
Officials have restricted a number of professions to Saudis only and increased fees for businesses that hire
foreign workers – part of a broader effort to replace employees from Asia, Africa and other parts of the Arab
world with citizens. Prince Mohammed is also revamping regulations to try to boost entrepreneurship and
attract more foreign investment, hoping both will eventually create more jobs for Saudis. In April, he
predicted the jobless rate would fall below 11% this year, reflecting a “V-shaped recovery,” eventually
reaching his goal of 7% by 2030. (GAS 30.06)
►►North Africa
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5.10.

Egypt’s Current Account Deficit Doubles in Third Quarter

Egypt’s current account deficit more than doubled to $ 5.7 billion in Q3/2020-21, from $ 2.8 billion in the
same period last year, based on central bank figures. On a quarterly basis the deficit widened almost 20%
from $ 4.8 billion in Q2/2020-21. The state’s third quarter covers the period January through March. So in
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Q3/2019-20, Egypt had just over two months of “normal” economic activity before tourism (and plenty more)
fell off the cliff with the onset of the pandemic.
Egypt’s trade deficit widened by 20% in Q32020-21 compared to the same period the previous year, despite
non-oil exports rising 20% to $ 5.3 billion. The deficit ended the quarter at $ 11.4 billion compared to $ 9.3
billion last year. This was driven primarily by a jump in non-oil imports. Egypt spent $ 16.9 billion on nonoil imports during the three-month period, up 23% from $ 13.7 billion last year. This resulted in the non-oil
trade deficit widening by almost 25% to $ 11.6 billion.
Tourism revenues were much lower compared to 3Q2019-2020. The comparative quarter had two full
months of normal activity before the government suspended international flights towards the end of March
2020. This ensured tourism revenues were higher last year, as Egypt received $ 1.3 billion in revenues in
Q3/2020-21, down more than 40% from $ 2.3 billion in the same period last year.
Remittances were basically flat in the third quarter. Remittances from foreign workers — another vital
source of hard currency for Egypt — fell by a marginal 0.2% from $ 7.87 billion in Q32019-20. Suez Canal
revenues increased marginally y-o-y to $ 1.45 billion. (Ent 30.06)
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5.11.

Egypt Enjoys Rising Tourism Revenues in 2021's First Half

Egypt’s tourism revenues reached $3.5 - 4 billion in H1/21, Deputy Tourism Minister Shalaby told Reuters.
This is up from $2.6 billion in H1/20, according to Egypt’s FY2019-2020 Balance of Payments Reports.
Meanwhile, some 3.5 million tourists visited the country from January to June, compared to 2.5 million
tourists during the same period in 2020. Each tourist spent on average $95 per night. This would mean
that June saw 1.5 million tourists visit the country as 2 million tourists made their way to Egypt in the first
five months of 2020.
Egypt is expecting a 45-60% y-o-y increase in incoming tourists in the “next period,” without specifying what
this timeframe may be. The ministry is targeting tourism revenues between $6 billion and $9 billion by the
end of 2021. Revenues were down 70% y-o-y in 2020 at $4 billion, compared to the record high of $13.03
billion in 2019. Prior to the pandemic, Egypt was on the path to set another record in 2020, projecting $15
billion in tourism receipts.
Several countries have placed warnings on travelling to Egypt on account of the pandemic, including the
UK, whose red list discouraged holiday makers from visiting the Red Sea as they will be required to
quarantine at their own expense for 10 days upon returning home. Saudi Arabia’s Public Health Authority
also recently classified Egypt as a “very high risk” travel destination and advised visitors against travel to
Egypt. However, the recent rollout of Made-in-Egypt Sinovac first batch could help push the vaccine
campaign. The government is looking to deliver 80 million doses by the end of the year. (Ent 04.07)
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5.12.

Egypt was the Arab World’s Second-Most Attractive FDI Destination in 2020

Egypt received $5.9 billion in foreign direct investment in 2020, accounting for 14.5% of the $40.5 billion
invested in the region that year, according to the Arab Investment and Export Credit Guarantee
Corporation’s Investment Climate 2020 report. Egypt came second to the UAE, which received $19.9 billion
in FDI throughout the year. The UAE, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Oman and Lebanon, respectively, received a
combined $38.5 billion of FDI in 2020. Business, financial services and software snatched up the most
investments, respectively accounting for 50% of the total investments in the region.
Egypt was the leading FDI destination in the region for five consecutive years, landing investment of some
$124.5 billion between January 2015 and December 2019. Egypt attracted $13.7 billion in FDI in 2019,
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56.9% more than we did last year. Egypt was Africa’s top FDI recipient in 2020, with inflows into the country
accounting for 15% of a total of $39.8 billion coming into the continent. (Ent 27.06)
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5.13.

Foreign Direct Investment in Morocco Resists Pandemic Effects

While Foreign Direct Investment flows experienced a 35% plunge in 2020, FDI to Morocco remained
virtually unchanged at $1.8 billion, according to the UN Conference on Trade and Development’s
(UNCTAD) latest report on world investment. COVID-19-induced economic and health challenges weighed
heavily on foreign investment in North Africa in 2020. Despite Morocco’s phosphate and mining sectors
being major contributors to the annual GDP, the national economy is emboldened by a non-energydependent industrial sector.
Morocco's stable economic growth has helped attract investments in several manufacturing sectors,
including automotive, aerospace and textiles, and maintained a relatively unchanged influx of FDI,
according to the UNCTAD. The industrial sector was the main beneficiary of revenues generated by FDI
in 2019, with an amount of MAD 11.1 billion, up 27.2% compared to 2018, according to data from the Office
des Changes. The long-term commitment of the international firms operating in these sectors helped
counteract the decline in cross-border investment inflows to Morocco, in contrast to other countries in the
region.
In Morocco, the industrial sector accounts for 26.5% of FDI, followed by the real estate sector with 24.5%
(MAD 7.2 billion) and financial and insurance activities with a rate of 13% (MAD 3.3 billion), says the Ministry
of Industry, Trade and the Green and Digital Economy in a note analyzing the figures of the Office of Foreign
Exchange on FDI in 2019. Projections of GDP growth and forecasts based on a range of investment factors
indicate that FDI flows will fall by 25-40% to between 40% to between $25 billion and $35 billion. According
to the UNCTAD report, Morocco's outflow ($492 million) was also significant, although it decreased by 45%,
compared to 2019. By comparison, FDI flows to Europe fell by 80% during the pandemic, while those to
North America experienced a lesser loss (-40%). (MWN 24.06)
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5.14.

Morocco Leads Maghreb in Economy & Combating Climate Change

Morocco outranks both Tunisia and Algeria in most economics and climate-related indices, according to
German Institute for International and Security Affairs (SWP). The German institute’s recent “Measuring
the Maghreb” paper, using data from a variety of sources, compared the outlooks of Tunis, Morocco and
Algeria.
Looking at the most important economic and climate-related data, Morocco scores the highest out of the
three North African nations, with Libya left out of SWP’s consideration. In the Ease of Doing Business
Index, Morocco landed in the 53rd rank out of 190 countries in total. Tunisia was the second Maghrebi
state, ranking 78th, while Algeria lagged far behind, resting in the 157th position. The Global
Competitiveness Index placed Morocco 75th out of 141, while Tunisia followed second in the 87th spot,
while Algeria remained last of the three, ranking 89th. In the Index of Economic Freedom, Morocco took a
comfortable lead in the Maghreb, ranking 81st out of 178, while Tunisia was ranked 119th and Algeria
ranked 162nd.
The last of the economic indices, the Climate Change Performance Index, placed Morocco 7th out of 57 in
total, while Algeria ranked 43rd, and Tunisia did not make the cut. While Tunisia came out on top in more
than a half of the indices, the study notes that “Morocco is close on Tunisia’s heels overall, placing first of
the three Maghreb states in 14 of the 35 rankings,” adding that the kingdom has a clear lead in the economic
indexes. Tunisia, for its part, has outranked Morocco in all the highlighted “democracy, freedom, corruption”
indices. Morocco holds a firm second place across the board, except for the Bertelsmann Transformation
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Index -- a measure of political and economic transformation process -- where Algeria ranked some ten
ranks ahead of its rival. (SMP 25.06)
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5.15.

Moroccan Auto Industry to Reach $22 Billion by 2026

Morocco’s automotive industry is poised to grow by approximately $14 billion within the next five years.
Research from advisory firm Mordor Intelligence indicates that both foreign investment and government
incentives are causing a positive growth trend in Morocco’s auto industry. The automotive sector exports
went from MAD 14.7 billion to almost MAD 65.1 billion at the end of 2018, which is an increase of 14.5%
per year” for the industry. A predicted Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of over 15% by 2026 is
also forecast.
Despite a temporary slowdown as a result of the pandemic, Morocco has signed 25 separate trade
agreements with various auto manufacturers across both the EU and US. These global contracts will play
a role in helping Morocco transition into “an international hub” of auto manufacturing in the future. Experts
predict this will result in the auto industry being worth about $22 billion dollars within the next five years.
Currently, manufacturers in the North African country are experiencing an increasing demand for passenger
vehicles. Long time auto manufacturers Dacia and Renault, which have been operating in Morocco for
years, were recently joined by Peugeot, which officially entered the Moroccan auto manufacturing scene in
2019. In addition, Chinese manufacturer BYD and German manufacturer Volkswagen are also rumored to
be considering Morocco as a location for manufacturing. Another sector that has seen significant growth
is luxury automobile manufacturing. The top three producers in the country, Mercedes-Benz, BMW, and
Audi, all experienced increased sales.
Morocco’s auto industry has been undergoing steady growth and experts predict the country will have the
capacity to produce a million cars by 2030. Morocco was recently labelled as Africa’s leading auto
manufacturing hub, ahead of the auto industries of both South Africa and Egypt. The country is also
expected to soon outpace Italy in vehicle production. The Oxford Business Group estimated that the auto
industry accounted for about 19% of the Moroccan GDP in 2019, and the group predicts this percentage
will increase to about 24% by 2022. (MWN 30.06)
6. TURKISH, CYPRIOT & GREEK DEVELOPMENTS
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6.1. Turkish Foreign Trade Gap Grows at Fastest Pace in Six Months
Turkey’s foreign trade deficit widened by an annual 20.2% in May, the biggest increase since November,
even as growth in exports outpaced imports. The trade gap increased to $4.13 billion, the Turkish Statistical
Institute said on 30 June. The deficit had declined in March and April. Exports rose by an annual 65.7%
to $16.5 billion. Imports expanded by 54% to $20.6 billion.
Turkey is seeking to boost exports to help close a current account deficit that expanded to 5.1% of economic
output in 2020. The country has traditionally financed the deficit through tourism revenues and foreign
investment, but both have slumped since the COVID-19 pandemic erupted in March last year, pressuring
the value of the lira, which has fallen to successive record lows. The foreign trade gap decreased by an
annual 13.1% to $18.3 billion in the first five months of the year, the institute said. (TurkStat 30.06)
Back to Table of Contents
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6.2. OECD Urges Turkey to Implement Anti-Bribery Convention
The OECD Working Group on Bribery called on Turkey to urgently implement key reforms to boost its fight
against foreign bribery. Turkey has not taken sufficient steps to address the group's concerns about its
implementation of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, the group, responsible for monitoring the
implementation and enforcement of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, said in a statement, or remains
very low level of enforcement of the foreign bribery offence.
Members of the Working Group remain seriously concerned that Turkey has not taken measures to protect
the independence of investigations and prosecutions, in light of the successive waves of large-scale
suspensions and reassignments of judicial and law enforcement officers, which took place in 2014 and
2016. .
The group is set to follow developments in Turkey to implement the Anti-Bribery Convention and to enforce
the foreign bribery offence in practice, in particular in the context of Turkey’s Phase 4 evaluation, currently
scheduled for June 2023. (OECD 29.06)
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6.3. Cyprus' April Tourism Revenue Trickles in at €31.7 Million
In April, revenue from tourism reached €31.7 million from zero income last year as Cyprus was under a
strict national COVID-19 lockdown. From March to early June 2020, there was a ban on entry to the
Republic for tourist flights. Compared to pre-COVID 2019, revenue from tourism in April is down by 83%.
For the four months, January – April, revenue from tourism is estimated at €46.3 million from €115.3 million
in the same period of 2020, recording a decrease of 59.8% and an 87.7% dip compared to January-April
2019 (€375.2 million). A mixture of national lockdowns, quarantine and travel restrictions has decimated
the island’s tourism industry which generated €2.68 billion in 2019 on record 3.97 million tourist arrivals.
Tourism was badly affected following lockdown measures taken by Cyprus to contain the spread of COVID19, including the ban on commercial flights from March to early June. Under normal circumstances, income
generated from tourism contributes around 15% to GDP; the outlook is very different for 2021. Revenue
from Cyprus’ key tourism sector plunged more than 85% last year as the pandemic and lockdowns
decimated the travel industry. In 2020, revenue from tourism tumbled 85.4% generating only €392 million.
(fm 30.06)
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6.4. Bank of Greece Says Recovery is Picking Up Pace
The recovery of economic activity has already begun and is set to accelerate in the second half of the year,
but the local economy continues to face significant challenges in both the short and long term, according
to the Bank of Greece’s monetary policy report for 2020-21. These challenges include the re-emergence
of the twin deficit and the high public and private debt, as well as the end of the European Central Bank’s
PEPP bond-buying program. The BoG also stressed that the usage of the Next Generation EU resources
needs to be rapid and efficient, while warning about the risks of sudden withdrawal of support measures
and excessive fiscal easing.
The central bank insists that the economy will grow 4.2% this year, as it had also forecast in its previous
report, with growth being particularly strong in the latter half; this will be the result of a rebound in domestic
demand, the start of projects in the National Recovery and Resilience Plan, and the anticipated rise in
tourism receipts compared to 2020. The revised forecast of the BoG for the primary balance of the general
government budget (as the enhanced surveillance method measures it) points to a deficit of about 7.1% of
gross domestic product. In 2022 and 2023 the growth rate is projected to come to 5.3% and 3.9%
respectively.
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The report highlights that attaining high and sustainable growth rates – to support the reduction of the public
debt-to-GDP ratio – requires the quick and effective utilization of European grants and loans in order to give
the economy a growth boost by accelerating public and private investments. The BoG estimates that the
“Greece 2.0” blueprint can add 6.9% to GDP per the baseline scenario and 8.5% per the optimistic version.
The downside risks for the economy are in the short term related to the course of the pandemic and the
spread of variants, despite the progress of the inoculation process and the return to a path of growth. (BoG
29.06)
7. GENERAL NEWS AND INTEREST
*ISRAEL:
7.1. Tisha B'Av to Be Observed on 17/18 July
Tisha B'Av will be observed this year from Saturday evening, 17 July, until the nightfall on 18 July. Tisha
B'Av (or the Ninth of Av) is an annual fast day in Judaism, named for the ninth day (tisha) of the month of
Av in the Hebrew calendar. Tisha B'Av is the culmination of a three week period of increasing mourning,
beginning with the fast of the 17th of Tammuz. The fast commemorates the destruction of both the First
Temple and Second Temple in Judaism’s holiest site, Jerusalem, which occurred about 656 years apart,
but on the same Hebrew calendar date. Accordingly, the day has been called the "saddest day in Jewish
history". While the day recalls general tragedies which have befallen the Jewish people over the ages, the
day focuses on commemoration of five events: the destruction of the two ancient Temples in Jerusalem,
the sin of the ten spies sent by Moses, who spoke disparagingly about the Land of Israel, the razing of
Jerusalem following the siege of Jerusalem in 70 CE and the failure of Bar Kokhba's revolt against the
Roman Empire.
The fast lasts about 25 hours, beginning at sunset on the eve of Tisha B'Av and ending at nightfall the next
day. In addition to the prohibitions against eating or drinking, observant Jews also observe prohibitions
against washing or bathing, applying creams or oils, wearing leather shoes, or having marital relations. In
addition, mourning customs similar to those applicable to the shiva period immediately following the death
of a close relative are traditionally followed for at least part of the day, including sitting on low stools,
refraining from work and not greeting others. The Book of Lamentations (Eicha) is traditionally read,
followed by the kinnot, a series of liturgical lamentations.
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7.2. Pride Parade Returns to Tel Aviv
Tens of thousands of Israelis marched in Tel Aviv’s annual Pride parade on 25 June. The annual march
for the rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, queer and intersex people known as LGBTQI+ was canceled
last year due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Tel Aviv Pride event is a rare event in the Middle East. There used to be a Pride march every year in
Istanbul, but Turkish authorities have banned the event in recent years amid a crackdown on the LGBTQI+
community there.
There was also a Pride event in Jerusalem earlier in June. It was smaller, in part due to the preponderance
of more conservative and religious Jews and Muslims in the holy city. (Al-Monitor 25.06)
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7.3. Bank of Israel to Release Special Edition NIS 5 Coin to Thank Healthcare Workers
The Israeli government has approved a proposal by the Bank of Israel to issue a special edition of the NIS
5 coin, designed specifically as a token of appreciation to Israeli medical personnel. This symbol of
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gratitude is intended as a response to the contributions, sacrifices and important efforts of medical teams
made during the coronavirus crisis. The design for the coin, which depicts a medical worker attending to a
patient, was selected in a competition involving 15 graphic designers.
The Bank of Israel intends to issue several million special edition coins for distribution to the public through
banks and the Israel Post. (i24NEWS 02.07)
*REGIONAL:
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7.4. Egypt's Population Passes the 102 Million Mark
There are now 102 million of us: Egypt’s population reached 102 million on 5 July, rising by 1 million in just
the past nine months, state statistics agency CAPMAS announced. The increase came despite higher
deaths and falling births. The COVID pandemic meant that the number of deaths was up 15% y-o-y to
almost 383,700. This is more than 31% higher than the death toll in the first half of 2019. Births, meanwhile,
fell 9% y-o-y during the period.
Egypt has one of the fastest growing populations in the world. Government estimates have the population
exceeding 130 million by 2030, while the UN estimates that Egypt will be up to 160 million by the middle of
the century. (CAPMAS 04.07)
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7.5. Turkey Formally Quits the Istanbul Convention
Turkey formally withdrew from the Istanbul Convention, an international treaty to prevent violence against
women. Turkish President Erdoğan pulled the country out of the Council of Europe Convention on
Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic Violence on 19 March, via an executive
order published in the Official Gazette. The move came after a months-long debate over whether Turkey
should withdraw, with pro-government conservative and Islamist groups arguing against the convention,
saying that it undermines Turkish family values and promoted homosexuality.
Erdoğan’s move led thousands to protest and the Council of State received legal appeals to suspend the
withdrawal from groups including the main opposition Republican People’s Party (CHP), bar associations
and women’s organizations. The court rejected those appeals on 29 June. Ankara’s withdrawal also
triggered heavy criticism from the international community, including the United States and the European
Union. Violence against women and femicide remain serious problems in Turkey, with media covering the
issue on a daily basis. (Various 01.07)
8. ISRAEL LIFE SCIENCE NEWS
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8.1. Origene Seeds Granted US Patent for Powdery Mildew-Resistant Watermelon Plants
The United States Patents and Trademark Office has recently granted a landmark US Patent covering
Origene's breakthrough technology of producing a Powdery Mildew - Resistant Watermelon Plant. The
Patent reflects the results of Origene's long term commitment to breeding innovative vegetable varieties,
designed to boost crop yields, reduce the need of chemicals, improve nutrition and increase flavor, taste
and quality in more than 35 countries Worldwide.
Origene Seeds Patents & Patents applications protect Origene’s Resources and allows us to focus on the
next generations of plants and varieties, which will assist Countries, Farmers and Agriculture to produce
Better and Healthier Food, while minimizing depletion of Earth valuable Resources, such as lands, water
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and earth. Origene Seeds Innovative Green Technologies are protected by Patents and also PVP and
Trade Marks.
Rehovot's Origene Seeds is an innovative international seed company, active in research, plant breeding,
seed production and processing, sales & marketing of hybrid vegetable varieties. The company's strategy
is to develop new hybrids with novel traits of quality, taste, flavor, uniformity, high nutrition values, shelf life,
all combined with high yield and environmental friendly. The hybrid varieties are suitable for the commercial
outdoor crops or greenhouse growers as well for plant raisers, for the professional sectors. (Origene Seeds
02.07)
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8.2. Bee-less Honey Joins the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange
Bee-io Honey joined the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange. The shareholders of the shell company, Whitestone
Group, approved the merger deal at a value of NIS 38 million to Bee-io Honey. Bee-io Honey shareholders
will be allotted 55% of the merged company's share capital, with the option to increase their holdings by an
additional 20% upon completion of predetermined set milestones.
Rehovot's Bee-io Honey develops an industrial process for the production of cultured honey, under
laboratory conditions, using natural nectar. Currently, the company is focusing on the development of an
'artificial bee stomach', which mimics the enzymatic activity and the specific conditions and processes that
occur in the bee's stomach naturally. In addition, Bee-io Honey is working on technologies to produce
natural nectar, in order to increase the capacity of honey production and turn the process into an efficient,
fast and cheap one. In January 2021, the company completed a first round of fund-raising and raised NIS
8.3 million from private investors. (Bee-less Honey 25.05)
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8.3. World's First Cultured Meat Production Plant Opens in Israel
Israeli slaughter-free meat production startup Future Meat Technologies has opened the world's first
industrial cultured meat facility in the city of Rehovot, home to the Weizmann Institute of Science and the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem Faculty of Agriculture. With the capability to produce 500 kilograms (1,102
pounds) of cultured products a day, equivalent to 5,000 hamburgers, this facility makes scalable cell-based
meat production a reality.
Currently, the facility can produce cultured chicken, pork and lamb, without the use of animal serum or
genetic modification (non-GMO) with the production of beef coming soon. Future Meat Technologies'
unique platform enables fast production cycles, about 20 times faster than traditional animal agriculture.
Future Meat's cruelty-free production process is expected to generate 80% less greenhouse emissions and
use 99% less land and 96% less freshwater than traditional meat production.
Rehovot's Future Meat Technologies aims to reach shelves in the United States in 2022 and is currently in
the process of approving its production facility with regulatory agencies in multiple territories. The company
is considering several locations in the United States for its projected expansion. (ILH 24.06)
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8.4. Sol-Gel Announces Pipeline Update and Future Development Plans
Sol-Gel Technologies announced positive pre-clinical data for SGT-510, its investigational topical
roflumilast drug candidate and provided a corporate update. The study was conducted at the Skin
Research Laboratory, Rappaport Faculty of Medicine at the Technion Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel.
For the study, the human xenograft animal model was induced with psoriasis by injection of activated
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allogeneic IL2-enriched peripheral blood mononuclear cells isolated from psoriatic patients. The mice were
then treated with several topical agents and assessed for recovery after each intervention.
Based on these results, Sol-Gel filed a provisional patent application for its novel and non-obvious
formulation of SGT-510. By the end of 2022, the Company expects to have head-to-head data against a
formulation of roflumilast cream, 0.3% and expects to initiate Phase 2 work thereafter.
Nes Ziona's Sol-Gel is a clinical-stage dermatology company focused on identifying, developing and
commercializing branded and generic topical drug products for the treatment of skin diseases. Sol-Gel
leverages its proprietary microencapsulation technology platform for the development of TWYNEO under
investigation for the treatment of acne vulgaris with an NDA filed with the FDA and a PDUFA goal date set
for August 1, 2021; and EPSOLAY, under investigation for the treatment of inflammatory lesions of rosacea
with an NDA filed with the FDA. The Company’s pipeline also includes SGT-210, an early-stage topical
epidermal growth factor receptor inhibitor, erlotinib, under investigation for the treatment of palmoplantar
keratoderma, and preclinical assets tapinarof and roflumilast. (Sol-Gel 28.06)
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8.5. Teva & Bioeq Announce Commercial Partnership for Biosimilar
Teva Pharmaceutical Industries and Zurich's Bioeq announced that they have entered into a strategic
partnership for the exclusive commercialization of Bioeq's FYB201, a biosimilar candidate to Lucentis®
(ranibizumab) in Europe, Canada, Israel and New Zealand. This strategic partnership combines Teva’s
long-standing commercial presence, extensive distribution network and wide-reaching sales and marketing
activities across Europe and international markets with Bioeq’s capabilities in the development of biosimilar
drugs for highly regulated countries with stringent quality standards. Bioeq has in-licensed the exclusive
global commercialization rights to FYB201 from the German biosimilar developer Formycon AG.
According to the terms of the agreement, Bioeq will be responsible for the development, registration and
supply of the biosimilar, while Teva will be responsible for commercializing the product. Teva and Bioeq
will share revenue from the commercialization of the biosimilar. All other financial terms and product details
remain confidential. Biosimilars are intended for use in place of existing, branded biologics to treat a range
of chronic and often life-threatening diseases, with the potential to reduce costs and expand patient access.
Biosimilars exhibit proven analytical and clinical similarity to their respective branded reference products.
Teva Pharmaceutical Industries has been developing and producing medicines to improve people’s lives
for more than a century. They are a global leader in generic and specialty medicines with a portfolio
consisting of over 3,500 products in nearly every therapeutic area. Around 200 million people around the
world take a Teva medicine every day, and are served by one of the largest and most complex supply
chains in the pharmaceutical industry. (Teva 28.06)
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8.6. Can-Fite & Vetbiolix to Develop Piclidenoson for Pets
Can-Fite BioPharma signed a development and commercialization agreement with Vetbiolix, a Francebased veterinary biotech company, for the development of Piclidenoson for the treatment of osteoarthritis
in companion animals including dogs and cats. Vetbiolix will have the exclusive right to Piclidenoson in the
veterinary osteoarthritis market for two years, during which time Vetbiolix will conduct proof-of-concept
studies and cover all associated costs. If the studies yield positive data and Vetbiolix exercises its option
to obtain the license from Can-Fite, then Vetbiolix will be obligated to pay Can-Fite upfront and milestone
payments, in addition to royalties on sales upon regulatory approval for veterinary use.
Current treatments for canine osteoarthritis include oral non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)
which only treat symptoms and carry significant harmful side effects, and an injectable disease modifying
osteoarthritis drug (DMOAD) that targets the progression of the disease. Piclidenoson, an oral drug that
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has a favorable safety profile in humans and in animal studies, offers a potentially safe and effective oral
treatment for canine osteoarthritis.
Petah Tikva's Can-Fite BioPharma is an advanced clinical stage drug development Company with a
platform technology that is designed to address multi-billion dollar markets in the treatment of cancer, liver,
inflammatory disease and COVID-19. The Company's lead drug candidate, Piclidenoson, is currently in a
Phase III trial for psoriasis and a Phase II study in the treatment of moderate COVID-19. (Can-Fite 28.06)
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8.7. NewPace Selects Powermat to Develop Advanced Wireless Charging Technology
Powermat Technologies announced that Caesarea's NewPace, the developer of advanced cardiac rhythm
management technology, will leverage the company's patented wireless charging technology which will be
embedded in their newest devices. NewPace will license Powermat's technology platform for medical
devices to wirelessly power the company's life-saving cardiac rhythm product, providing seamless, sterile,
and safe access to power.
Powermat's wireless chargers for medical devices are now available to support a wide variety of devices,
including neurostimulators, insulin pumps, sensors and remote healthcare monitoring devices, providing
safe, efficient, and easy-to-use power solutions. The company's sophisticated yet straightforward approach
to providing wireless power for patients' healthcare devices was designed to simplify patient care and
reduce the need for hospital and clinic visits. By integrating wireless charging technology, battery size in
existing devices may be reduced, decreasing weight and offering a more comfortable charging experience
for patients.
Petah Tikva's Powermat Technologies provides advanced Qi-certified and proprietary wireless charging
platforms for IoT, telecom (5G), automotive, robotics, consumer electronics, medical devices and industrial
applications. The company's wireless power platforms and IP licensing program enables global businesses
to incorporate advanced wireless power technology into their products and customize solutions for unique
use cases. (Powermat 28.06)
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8.8. ZygoFix Receives CE Clearance for its zLOCK Spinal Fusion System
ZygoFix has obtained CE mark for its minimally invasive screwless spinal fusion system for the treatment
of chronic back pain, the zLOCK Spinal Fusion System. ZygoFix completed the certification process and
received CE mark for its zLOCK Spinal Fusion System for lumbar spine after demonstrating its safety and
efficacy in clinical studies. Together with this certification, ZygoFix also received ISO13485 certification.
The zLOCK system's miniature 3D-printed implant utilizes the spine's anatomy for spinal stability, rather
than traditional external screw-based stabilization. Its unique features combine rigid and bendable
elements that enable the implant to withstand loads applied through the spine, while conforming to each
patient's anatomy during implantation. The procedure eliminates risks associated with improperly placed
screws, is less invasive (2 versus 6 incisions), simple to use, and suitable for outpatient implantation. The
zLOCK system has been in clinical use for more than three years in Hungary and Israel with high levels of
patient and physician satisfaction.
Founded in 2017, Misgav's ZygoFix has developed the zLOCK system, a screwless, outpatient implantable
spinal fusion system. The company is a portfolio company of The Trendlines Group and has received
further funding from the Israel Innovation Authority, Agriline and additional investors. (ZygoFix 28.06)
Back to Table of Contents
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8.9. BioT Raises $6.5 Million in Seed Round to Accelerate the Connected Care Revolution
BioT announced a $6.5 million Seed Round financing led by Bridges Israel, together with North First
Ventures and XT Hi-Tech. The company unveils that the capital will be used for expanding the team,
expediting the next generation of the platform, as well as supporting the growing sales pipeline in the US
and in Europe.
BioT is poised to disrupt Connected Care by offering innovative medical device providers a secure, HIPAA
and GDPR-compliant cloud platform where they can connect their device, execute algorithms, disseminate
alerts and engage with patients and caregivers remotely. With dozens of customers utilizing its solutions,
BioT offers a proven low-code platform that reduces the skill-set required to develop such systems. When
integrating with a solution like BioT, Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) providers can save up to 80% of time
and cost to market when compared to creating, building and executing an in-house platform.
Petah Tikva's BioT is a low-code, easy-to-integrate, cloud-based platform for medical device manufacturers
designed to instantly connect patients with caregivers to ensure a seamless continuum of care. BioT offers
cutting-edge technology backed by security/regulation liability in a fully customizable, off-the-shelf product
that eliminates barriers allowing fast and successful connected care adoption. (BioT 29.06)
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8.10.

Save Foods Participates in ‘Solution for Avocado’ Webinar for South Africa

Save Foods participated in a webinar to discuss areas of tech development in the avocado industry and
showcase Save Foods’ technology, which targets the reduction of spoilage and food loss. Save Foods was
invited to participate in the "Solution for Avocado” webinar by the Israel Export Institute, in collaboration
with the Economic Mission to South Africa, and Mission Produce, the world leader in sourcing, producing
and distributing fresh Hass avocados.
South Africa is an important producer and exporter of avocados in the world. About half of South Africa’s
avocado production is exported, mainly to Europe. Accordingly, Save Foods intends to demonstrate certain
benefits its technology may present to the South African market, specifically in extending avocado shelf life,
reducing the use of harmful fungicides while keeping millions of avocados out of the landfill, and ensuring
food safety.
Save Foods’ solution is designed to extend shelf life by reducing fruit and vegetable decay and spoilage
from field to fork with zero hazardous chemical residues on fresh produce. On average, Save Foods’
products may reduce rotten fruits at the retail level by 50%. By controlling and preventing pathogen
contamination, Save Foods’ products not only prolong fresh produce shelf life and reduce food loss and
waste in transport and retail stores, they also ensure a safe, natural and healthy product.
Tel Aviv's Save Foods is an innovative, dynamic company addressing two of the most significant challenges
in the agri-food-tech industry: food waste and loss, and food safety. They are dedicated to delivering
integrated solutions for improved safety, freshness and quality, every step of the way from field to fork. By
controlling and preventing pathogen contamination and significantly reducing the use of hazardous
chemicals and their residues, Save Foods’ products not only prolong fresh produce shelf life and reduce
food loss and waste, they also ensure a safe, natural and healthy product. (Save Foods 30.06)
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8.11.

Pelemix Substrates Innovation for All Stages of Cannabis Cultivation

Cannabis for the pharma and leisure markets has become more and more a commercial plant using various
technological growing systems – greenhouses, indoor facilities and hybrid cultivation processing. Kiryat
Gat's Pelemix is an international producer of advanced planting substrates composed of coconut and a
professional growth compound based on organic materials such as peat and perlite, etc. The growth
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substrates the company offers to the precision agricultural market were developed based on professional
experience and years-long acquaintance with professional growers. Pelemix maintains specialized
production facilities and marketing companies world-wide, enabling it to provide prompt professional service
fitting the needs of a global market and various crops in specified areas.
Coco coir fibers, the main ingredient of Pelemix growing substrates, create the optimal air/water ratio
important for development of healthy roots and enabling good control of the various growing stages. The
product is highly industrialized and provides maximal flexibility when manufacturing various substrate
components that maintain pre-planned physical and chemical characteristics.
These advantages increase popularity of Pelemix’s growing substrates among professional Cannabis
growers worldwide. Over the past decade, as many growers and entrepreneurs have entered commercial
cultivation of Cannabis for medical and leisure demands, commercial farms have been established for
Cannabis cultivation, primarily in North America, Europe, and lately in Israel and other locations as well.
Several years ago, upon identifying the need for this market, Pelemix developed a series of products called
CannaMix, intended for commercial and professional cultivation of medical Cannabis. The series includes
coco coir growing substrates, processed and washed in growing sacks that eliminate the need for filling
plastic pots, and are designated for various growth stages – from the rooting/sprouting stage to the plant’s
growing and blossoming stages. (Pelemix 01.07)
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8.12.

BARD Fund Chooses 20 Joint Projects for $6.7 Million Investment

Developing technologies to improve the harvesting of olives, mitigate the clogging of drip-irrigation systems
and figuring out how to space out almond trees in orchards to get best yields are among the 20 joint USIsrael agricultural projects approved for funding by the US-Israel Binational Agricultural Research and
Development Fund (BARD). The fund’s board of directors on 1 June approved the financing of grants and
fellowships of joint research and development projects in agriculture for a total of $6.7 million.
This year, BARD will also grant five postdoctoral fellowships, three senior research fellowships supporting
American scientists who will conduct research in Israel, and three joint US-Israel workshops, BARD, which
promotes joint research by scientists in both countries.
Among the 20 research grants for projects funded this year are: technology for developments for the olive,
almond and pomegranate industries; drip irrigation systems, aquaculture solutions, and possible solutions
for a variety of plant diseases in crops such as barley, sesame, and tomato. In addition, studies proposing
to improve postharvest agricultural produce and biological and chemical approaches to improve plant
nutrition under sub-optimal growing conditions have been awarded funding.
BARD is a funding program that supports collaborative agricultural research in areas of mutual interest to
the US and Israel. Over the past 40 years BARD has funded more than 1,330 research projects with a total
investment of $315 million. Joint research has led to approximately 200 new agricultural practices, 40
business deals, and 100 patent and breeding rights licenses. (BARD 06.06)
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8.13.

VOTIS Subdermal Imaging Raises $2.5 Million

Jerusalem based VOTIS Subdermal Imaging Technologies has raised $2.5 million in a private placement
of equity to a consortium of investors in Israel, Italy, the UK and the US. Proceeds are being used to
complete development of the company’s suite of medical devices and prepare for registration of the devices
for sale in the US, Europe, Israel and India. VOTIS plans to release its devices commercially in the US,
portions of Europe, and India in 2022. The offering had been structured as a mini-maxi offering of between
$800,000 and $2.1 million, but due to investor demand the size of the offering was increased to $2.5 million.
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The company’s devices are designed to help people with peripheral artery disease, or PAD, to keep their
feet. VOTIS‘s devices assess blood flow and oxygen levels within the foot. In this way they can identify
PAD even before symptoms appear. This enables PAD patients to receive crucial treatment early, to benefit
from a range of treatment options that would not be available if the disease is identified at a more advanced
stage, and may delay or eliminate the need for debilitating amputation.
PAD is especially prevalent among people who have diabetes. Between 45-50% of the PAD population
age 45 and older have diabetes, and approximately 45% of diabetics with PAD are undiagnosed. Comorbid
diabetes increases disease severity and the risk of amputation, and is associated with higher costs.
VOTIS Subdermal Imaging Technologies is developing a suite of devices to help people with PAD to keep
their feet. The PedCheck™ will be used to screen the feet of asymptomatic patients for PAD. If PAD is
found, then the PedStage™ will be used to stage and monitor disease progression and the impact of
therapies applied by the patient’s physician. The PedFlo™ will be used during a revascularization
procedure, in order to inform the practicing doctor regarding the level of blood flow in the foot. All three
VOTIS devices are safe, non-invasive, and free of ionizing radiation. (Votis 27.06)
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8.14.

UAE Signs Agreement with Israel’s Largest Health Maintenance Organization

The Department of Health – Abu Dhabi (DoH), the regulator of the healthcare sector in the Emirate of Abu
Dhabi, signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on Saturday with Clalit Health Services, the largest
health maintenance organization in Israel and second largest globally. The MoU aims to pave the way for
further cooperation between the two countries in the healthcare sector and to strengthen and facilitate the
exchange of healthcare information, experiences and other mutually joint activities.
The MoU will form the basis for a definitive medical cooperation between the parties to support and
strengthen the implementation of various plans including, but not limited to, digital health initiatives related
to artificial intelligence, visiting doctors’ program, professional education, international patient care referrals,
research, and clinical trials. The agreement will also facilitate knowledge and expertise transfer to UAE
healthcare professionals and medical specialists through the Visiting Doctor Program and telemedicine.
Under the agreement, both parties will aim to contribute to clinical trials and the creation of a productive
research environment that identifies valuable and potential research projects, while DoH continues to
support emirate’s efforts in establishing itself as a leading life science hub and medical tourism destination.
Clalit Health Services is the largest provider of public and semi-private health services and has been at the
forefront of medical care and health innovations in Israel, serving more than 4 million patients. (DoH 03.07)
9. ISRAEL PRODUCT & TECHNOLOGY NEWS
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9.1. Rookout Integrates with OpenTelemetry on its Visual Debugging Platform
Rookout announced a Tracing Timeline that visualizes tracing data alongside debugging data for lightningquick understandability of complex applications. By integrating with the OpenTelemetry API, developers
using the Rookout platform get an extra layer of tracing context integrated with their debugging sessions.
Rookout automatically integrates with the OpenTelemetry project, making it simple to hook into Jaeger,
Zipkin, Lightstep and other tracing solutions. When a Rookout Non-Breaking Breakpoint is hit in an
application, tracing data such as span, logs, tags and more are collected. This newly collected data is then
visualized into a detailed tracing timeline, side by side with data that is natively collected by Rookout, such
as local variables, stack traces, metadata and more.
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Tel Aviv's Rookout empowers engineers to solve customer issues 5x faster, by reducing debugging and
logging time by 80%. With its live data collection and debugging platform, Rookout allows software
engineers to understand and debug any application in real time, no matter where it’s running; from cloud
native distributed environments to on prem. With the use of Non-Breaking Breakpoints, software engineers
get the data they need instantly, without additional coding, restarts, or redeployment of their application
required. (Rookout 23.06)
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9.2. Weebit Nano Successfully Demonstrates Integration of Selector with ReRAM
Weebit Nano has created the industry’s first commercial integration of an oxide-based ReRAM (OxRAM)
cell with an ovonic threshold switching (OTS) selector, a critical step in the company’s commercialization
path for the discrete (stand-alone) memory market. This achievement is a significant step towards
broadening Weebit’s target market beyond embedded non-volatile memory (NVM) to include discrete
memory technology, and will enable the implementation of 3D memory stacking and crossbar architectures
in future developments. Weebit and its development partner CEA-Leti achieved this key milestone three
months ahead of Weebit’s previously announced schedule.
A selector is a key element of a memory chip, enabling optimized cell access within a memory array. It
assists in isolating memory cells so only the specific cells that should be accessed are, and all the other
cells are not impacted. In the embedded space, a transistor is typically used as the selector device, but a
transistor does not support the densities required for discrete chips. OTS is an ideal selector technology
for discrete ReRAM chips as it enables the smallest ReRAM bit cell, as small as 4F2, as well as excellent
endurance, low energy consumption, and high switching speed.
Hod HaSharon's Weebit Nano is a leading developer of next-generation semiconductor memory
technology. The company’s ground-breaking Resistive RAM (ReRAM) addresses the growing need for
significantly higher performance and lower power memory solutions in a range of new electronic products
such as Internet of Things (IoT) devices, smartphones, robotics, autonomous vehicles, 5G communications
and artificial intelligence. Weebit’s ReRAM allows semiconductor memory elements to be significantly
faster, less expensive, more reliable and more energy efficient than those using existing Flash memory
solutions. (Weebit Nano 24.06)
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9.3. Trigo Partners with Google Cloud to Accelerate Autonomous Grocery Stores
Trigo signed a partnership agreement to join Google Cloud’s partner ecosystem. Under the agreement,
Trigo’s AI-powered solutions for autonomous shopping will be available on Google Cloud, and teams from
both companies will partner to help retail businesses accelerate their digital transformations with AIpowered autonomous stores. The choice to work with Google Cloud was based on Google Cloud’s strong
relationships with leading retailers, as well as sensitivities by leading European retailers to use Amazon
Web Services.
Tel Aviv's Trigo’s privacy-by-design solution uses AI-powered computer vision technologies together with
off-the-shelf hardware to retrofit existing grocery stores with autonomous capabilities. The company applies
its proprietary algorithms to ceiling-mounted cameras which automatically learn and upload data on
shoppers' movements and product choices, enabling customers to simply walk into a store, pick up their
desired items, and walk out without stopping at the checkout. Payments and receipts are settled digitally.
(Trigo 24.06)
Back to Table of Contents
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9.4. LeddarTech & Cognata Accelerate the Agriculture Autonomous Vehicle Market
Québec City's LeddarTech, and Cognata announced the integration of Cognata's simulation authoring
software with LeddarTech's sensor fusion and perception technology, LeddarVision, to further accelerate
testing and validation of self-driving agriculture vehicles. This joint offering of a highly realistic simulation
and testing platform for autonomous vehicle (AV) and advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS)
combines the market's leading autonomous vehicle perception training and sensor fusion along with
simulation software on a cloud-powered platform. This combined solution delivers a new level of realism
in training and validating ADAS and AV performance, along with highly accurate sensor simulation, bringing
novel AI-powered traffic agents, based on real-world behavior, and highly realistic virtual worlds together
on a cloud-based platform.
VayaVision, a LeddarTech company based in Or Yehuda, Israel, offers a leading environmental perception
solution. LeddarVision provides vehicles with crucial information on the dynamically changing driving
environment for safer and reliable autonomous driving. The software solution encompasses state-of-theraw data fusion with up-sampling, AI, and computer vision and has the inherent redundancy required for
functional safety. LeddarTech, which acquired VayaVision in 2020, is a leader in level 1-5 environmental
sensing solutions for autonomous vehicles and advanced driver assistance systems.
Rehovot's Cognata delivers full product lifecycle simulation for ADAS and Autonomous Vehicle developers.
The Cognata platform leverages artificial intelligence, deep learning, and computer vision to create a
realistic automotive simulation environment where virtual cars travel virtual roads in virtual cities - all
remarkably accurate to real-world conditions, including weather conditions and an AI-based traffic model.
(Cognata 24.06)
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9.5. TechSee Launches First Scalable AR Assistant Platform Powered by Computer Vision AI
TechSee announced the launch of EVE Cortex, the company's next-generation artificial intelligence
platform (AI) that teaches itself to recognize thousands of products, models, parts and components by
ingesting only a handful of data points. EVE Cortex utilizes a combination of patented AI neural networks
and synthetic data to train itself in a matter of hours, making it the first truly scalable, interactive augmented
reality (AR) self-service platform for widespread use across dozens of consumer and enterprise
applications. Here's how EVE Cortex works.
EVE Cortex builds on the industry's first AR assistant introduced by TechSee in 2018 by enabling
enterprises to configure their own visual self-service flows in less than half the time and at a fraction of the
cost than previously possible. No knowledge of advanced coding, programming languages, or algorithmic
science is necessary to configure journeys. The result is a visual assistant that gives smartphones and
tablets the ability to see what customers see. Users merely point their smartphone or tablet camera at a
device for the AI to troubleshoot and resolve issues. There is no need to call customer support or wait hours
for a technician.
Tel Aviv's TechSee revolutionizes the customer experience domain with the ﬁrst visual engagement
solution powered by Computer Vision AI and Augmented Reality. It enables enterprises around the world
to deliver better customer assistance, enhance service quality and reduce costs. (TechSee 23.06)
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9.6. Adversa AI Technology for Ethical Hacking of Facial Recognition Systems
Adversa AI has demonstrated a new attack method on AI facial recognition applications. By making
imperceptible changes in human faces, it makes an AI-driven facial recognition algorithm misrecognize
persons. Compared to other similar approaches, this method is transferable across all AI models and at
the same time it's much more accurate, stealth and resource-efficient.
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Adversa AI Red Team has demonstrated a proof-of-concept attack against PimEyes, the most popular and
advanced face search engine for public images. It is also similar to Clearview, a commercial facial
recognition database sold to law enforcement and governments. PimEyes has been tricked and mistaken
Adversa's CEO for Elon Musk in the photo.
Tel Aviv's Adversa is the world-leading Trusted AI Research Startup working on applied security measures
for artificial intelligence. Their mission is to build trust in AI and protect AI from cyber threats, privacy issues,
and safety incidents. With a team of multi-disciplinary experts in mathematics, data science, cybersecurity,
and neuroscience, Adversa is uniquely able to provide holistic, end-to-end support for the entire AI Security
lifecycle: from security awareness and AI Red Teaming to solution design and Joint R&D for complete AI
security programs. (Adversa AI 25.06)
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9.7. Gilat Awarded $9 Million in Orders for Support of Low Earth Orbit Constellation
Gilat Satellite Networks received orders of $9 million for support of gateways of Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
constellations. Gilat's subsidiary, Wavestream, was chosen as the vendor of choice to supply Gateway
Solid State Power Amplifiers (SSPAs) to a leading satellite operator to support the LEO constellation
gateways. The orders were received as part of the previously announced contract.
Wavestream is proceeding according to plan with orders now exceeding 800 Gateway-Class SSPAs.
Wavestream’s PowerStream 160Ka is designed specifically for networks using wide bandwidth uplinks and
high order modulation schemes, thus best addressing the stringent requirements of Non-Geostationary
Satellite Orbit (NGSO) constellations installed in remote locations.
California based Wavestream, a Gilat subsidiary, is the industry leader in the design and manufacture of
next generation satellite communications high power transceivers for In Flight Connectivity, Ground Mobility
and Gateway markets. Since 2001, they provide system integrators with field-proven, high performance
Ka, Ku and X band Solid State Power Amplifiers (SSPAs), Block Upconverters (BUCs), Block Down
Converters and Transceivers.
Petah Tikva's Gilat Satellite Networks is a leading global provider of satellite-based broadband
communications. With 30 years of experience, Gilat designs and manufactures cutting-edge ground
segment equipment, and provide comprehensive solutions and end-to-end services, powered by their
innovative technology. Delivering high value competitive solutions, our portfolio comprises of a cloud based
VSAT network platform, high-speed modems, high performance on-the-move antennas and high efficiency,
high power Solid State Amplifiers (SSPA) and Block Upconverters (BUC). (Gilat 28.06)
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9.8. SuperCom Awarded $3.6 Million National Electronic Monitoring Project in Finland
SuperCom was awarded a $3.6 million project with the national government of Finland to deploy its
PureSecurity Electronic Monitoring (EM) Suite. Through its innovative and proven technology and services,
SuperCom's aims to help Finland improve public safety efficacy as well as reduce prison overcrowding and
lower recidivism. The nationwide project is set to cover all electronic monitoring (EM) offender programs
within the country and expected to include at least 1,000 enrollees simultaneously for a duration of 4 years,
with potential for extensions.
The award was won through a formal bid process, of which six companies took part, including the longterm incumbent and current EM vendor for Finland. Under the terms of the award, the value of the contract
is approximately $$3.6 million, however revenues recognized by SuperCom will depend on actual usage
levels. The budget consists mainly of costs for leasing the EM system and equipment, as well as recurring
maintenance charges.
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SuperCom's PureSecurity Suite is a best-of-breed electronic monitoring and tracking platform, which
contains a comprehensive set of innovative features, including smart phone integration, secure
communication, advanced security, anti-tamper mechanisms, fingerprint biometrics, voice communication,
unique touch screens and extended battery life.
Since 1988, Tel Aviv's SuperCom has been a global provider of traditional and digital identity solutions,
providing advanced safety, identification and security solutions to governments and organizations, both
private and public, throughout the world. (SuperCom 28.06)
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9.9. Vecow Partners with AI Chipmaker Hailo to Launch Next-Generation Edge AI Solution
New Taipei City, Taiwan's Vecow Co., a team of global embedded experts, announced its partnership with
leading AI (Artificial Intelligence) chipmaker Hailo, to launch their next-generation AI solution, Vecow's ABP3000 AI computing system. Vecow's ultra-slim AI solution features the compact Hailo-8™ AI accelerator
module, enabling breakthrough performance and AI inference capabilities at the edge. The strategic
collaboration enables not only a smart AI solution with best-in-class power productivity, but ecosystem
deployment at the edge.
Powered by the 8th generation Intel® Core i7/i5/i3 processor, the Vecow ABP-3000 AI can integrate
multiple advanced Hailo-8™ AI accelerators with best-in-class power efficiency for fanless industrial-grade
AI edge devices. The combined solution delivers outstanding AI computing performance across multiple
standard NN benchmarks, including over 3000 Frames Per Second (FPS) on Resnet-50, over 2500 FPS
on Mobilenet-V1 SSD, over 450 FPS on Yolo-v5m, and up to 230 FPS on Yolo-v3 with typical power
consumption of only 25W for the entire solution.
Tel Aviv's Hailo, an AI-focused chipmaker, has developed a specialized Artificial Intelligence (AI) processor
that delivers the performance of a data center-class computer to edge devices. Hailo's AI processor
reimagines traditional computer architecture, enabling smart devices to perform sophisticated deep learning
tasks such as object detection and segmentation in real time, with minimal power consumption, size and
cost. (Vecow 29.06)
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9.10.

TideSmart & Reveal Partner to Offer Face-to-Face Customer Insights Solution

Falmouth, Maine's TideSmart and Reveal have partnered to offer Reveal's enterprise-grade analytics
solution, F2F.AI, to US-based companies. Reveal's solution records face-to-face interactions between
customers and employees for competitive intelligence, sentiment, compliance, training, bias management
and other operational needs.
Reveal is the leading analytics technology for face-to-face interactions and transactions – the blind-spot in
the customer journey – which are currently monitored regularly in call centers and online interactions.
F2F.AI is a simple-to-use SaaS solution that leverages Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine
Learning (ML) to consistently enhance the quality of its business and performance insights, including
customer satisfaction. From each recording, clients can identify the direct correlation between sentiment,
sales and service. Each unique transaction is captured on a device, uploaded to the cloud, with near realtime insights available to clients on their own dashboard.
Ra'anana's Reveal is a pioneer in AI-based, face-to-face (F2F) analytics, focusing its expertise where
service company representatives have the greatest and most immediate impact on customer service, sales,
and loyalty. F2F.AI is Reveal's enterprise-grade, cloud-based SaaS solution enabling organizations to
capture essential data and produce relevant business insights, completing the comprehensive digital
picture of F2F business interactions and transactions. (TideSmart 29.06)
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9.11.

MySize Partners with Delhivery, India's E-commerce Logistics Startup

MySize announced a partnership with India's largest supply chain services provider, Delhivery. MySize's
AI-driven sizing solution BoxSize will empower the industry-leading logistics company with tools to boost
efficiency and operational management.
MySize's BoxSize empowers logistics companies to more efficiently utilize their resources and strategically
plan their logistics, protecting both the environment and the company's bottom line. The parcel
measurement tool, which measures both dimensions and volume, increases delivery efficiency by helping
operations teams ensure that a truck is properly packed to use each inch of available space. Additionally,
BoxSize offers features such as barcode scanning, geolocation tagging, and image capture. The results
include decreasing emissions and fuel consumption, a verified chain of custody, and greater operational
efficiency, leading to fewer half-packed trucks, a better real-time allocation of resources and fewer
emissions.
MySize's partnership with Delhivery complements the company's well-known in-house tech solutions for
visibility and other ERP processes. Delhivery's reputation as a front-runner in delivery and logistics tech
makes its decision to select BoxSize a particularly strong testament to the value the solution provides.
BoxSize will provide Delhivery's employees on the B2B side with critical information that will allow them to
effortlessly optimize loading efficiency and add even more real-time visibility to operations.
Airport City's My Size has developed a unique measurement technology based on sophisticated algorithms
and cutting-edge technology with broad applications, including the apparel, e-commerce, DIY, shipping,
and parcel delivery industries. This proprietary measurement technology is driven by several algorithms
that are able to calculate and record measurements in a variety of novel ways. (My Size 29.06)
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9.12.

Allot Protects Subscribers from the Flubot Banking Trojan

Allot announced that their NetworkSecure cybersecurity solution has successfully blocked more than 140
million attempts to connect with the command and control servers used by the Flubot banking Trojan in
Europe in the three month period of March to May.
Flubot is a banking Trojan that has been spreading quickly through Europe and may continue to spread to
additional countries soon. The attack is localized for each country, mimicking local delivery apps that look
and feel exactly like the real apps. Once a phone is infected, the Trojan gathers information about which
banking and payment apps the owner uses, and then sends this data to a command and control (C&C)
server operated by cybercriminals. The next time the user tries to use one of those apps the C&C server
sends an overlay that exactly mimics the real app’s login page. It intercepts the user’s credentials and sends
them to the cybercriminals.
The Allot NetworkSecure solution, deployed in the mobile operator’s network, successfully mitigates the
damage caused by Flubot and other malware by blocking attempts to connect to the C&C server, thereby
keeping subscribers’ devices and bank accounts safe, with no need for subscribers to download or update
any security software.
Hod HaSharon's Allot is a provider of leading innovative network intelligence and security solutions for
service providers and enterprises worldwide, enhancing value to their customers. Their solutions are
deployed globally for network and application analytics, traffic control and shaping, network-based security
services and more. Allot’s multi-service platforms are deployed by over 500 mobile, fixed and cloud service
providers and over 1000 enterprises. (Allot 29.06)
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10. ISRAEL ECONOMIC STATISTICS
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10.1.

Israel's Composite State of the Economy for May 2021 Rose by 0.24%

The Bank of Israel's Composite State of the Economy Index for May increased by 0.24%, similar to the
Index’s long-term trend, in view of the continued expansion of economic activity following the cancellation
of COVID-19 restrictions. As a reflection of the continued broad reopening of businesses (other than the
incoming tourism industry), the job vacancy rate remained at its record high in May for the third consecutive
month. The May index only partially reflects the potential effects of Operation Guardian of the Walls on
economic activity, since most of the data for compiling the index are obtained at a lag. The overall index
figures for January and February were revised downward, while the figures for March and April were revised
upward due to data revisions in the index components.
Beyond the job vacancy rate, the Composite Index for May was positively affected by increases in the
import of consumer goods (May), the import of manufacturing inputs (May), the services revenue index
(April), the retail trade revenue index (April), and employee posts (March). In contrast, goods exports (May),
the Industrial Production index (April), services exports (March), and building starts (March) declined, which
had a negative impact on the index.
In view of the uniqueness of the crisis and the resulting measurement difficulties, the changes in the Index
should not be used as an indicator of the precise intensity of changes in economic activity, and particularly
not regarding the relative intensity between various months. (BoI 29.06)
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10.2.

Israeli Startups Raised Over $2.3 Billion in June

Israeli startups raised over $2.2 billion in June 2021, according to press releases from the companies and
their investors as well as other sources. The figure may be more as some companies prefer to remain in
stealth and sometimes do not publicize the investments they have received. Israeli tech companies have
now raised $10.9 billion in the first six months of 2021, more than the record $10 billion raised in all of 2020.
In June, biometric authentication company Transmit Security led the way, raising $546 million, at a company
valuation of $2.2 billion followed by business intelligence for salespeople company Gong, which raised
$250 million, at a company valuation of $7.7 billion. AI-powered transcription and captioning company Verbit
raised $157 million, cybersecurity company Claroty raised $140 million, cloud data warehouse company
Firebolt raised $127 million, chip developer Hailo raised $100 million, and delivery logistics platform Bringg
raised $100 million.
Other major financing rounds included API security company Noname Security, which raised $60 million,
shared neighborhood company Venn, which raised $60 million, and ophthalmic monitoring company Notal
Vision, which also raised $60 million. Talent marketplace platform Gloat raised $57 million, fintech company
Unit raised $51 million, piano and guitar teaching platform JoyTunes raised $50 million, enterprise no-code
process company Tonkean raised $50 million, and website builder Duda raised $50 million. (Globes 01.07)
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UAE-Israel Trade Hits $675 Million Since Historic Abraham Accords Signing

Israel-UAE bilateral trade has reached over AED2.5 billion ($675.2 million) within 10 months of signing the
Abraham Accords in September, according to Israel’s Foreign Minister Lapid. Dubai Government
announced on 30 January that the emirate’s trade with Israel in the first five months had reached a value
of AED1 billion.
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The minister said he was encouraged by the business cooperation in the field of advanced technologies
between Israel and the UAE. "Since September 2020, a number of transactions, valued at tens of millions
of dollars, have been signed between Israeli and Emirati companies in the fields of AI, cyber, renewable
energy, water security, health and more. The horizons are promising for companies from both countries
operating in these and other fields, including food security and desert-tech. (WAM 30.06)
11. IN DEPTH
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11.1.

ISRAEL: Israeli Tech Scene Ranks 3rd in New Global Startup Ecosystem Index

NoCamels reported that Israel’s tech ecosystem has ranked third globally and Tel Aviv came in eighth
among cities in the new Global Startup Ecosystem Index 2021 published this month by StartupBlink, an
Israeli-founded startup ecosystem research center. The index is compiled from a variety of data sources
processed by an algorithm and is integrated with the interactive and crowdsourced StartupBlink Global
Startup Ecosystem Map. Data from StartupBlink’s global data partners, such as Crunchbase, Semrush,
and Meetup, are also incorporated to supplement the analyses.
The report provides two sets of rankings: the first is for countries, and the second for individual ecosystems
within cities. Each location has a total score, which is a sum of three scores measuring Quantity, Quality
and Business Environment. The scores have comparative importance, providing unique insights into the
differences between different ecosystems in absolute terms. Building upon past years’ algorithms, this
year’s report gave more weight to B2B startups, added more parameters related to technological services
in the datasets, and increased data gathering of the R&D centers of international corporations.
Country Ranking
The US maintained its lead in the country ranking, demonstrating a prominent innovation scene across 267
US cities. The UK came second, with a significantly narrowed lead over third-ranked Israel compared to
last year. This dramatic change could be attributed to the relative Quality score of the startup ecosystems,
according to the report.
Israel ranks second globally in Hardware and IoT, Health Technology, and the Software and Data
industries, and it ranks in the world’s top 5 in Energy and Environment Technology, Marketing and Sales
Technology, and Social and Leisure Technology.
In the Middle East and Africa region, Israel remains the main player by a significant margin. Three of the
top four ranked cities in the region are in Israel, with Tel Aviv first, Jerusalem second, and Haifa taking third.
The United Arab Emirates ranked second in the region, followed by South Africa, Kenya and Nigeria closing
out the top five.
Israel’s Startup Ecosystem
Israel’s development into a high-quality ecosystem is brought forth by a hub of a vibrant community of
startups and innovations. These include fintech companies such as Payoneer, an Israeli-founded online
payments startup to become publicly traded in $3.3 billion; transportation startups including Mobileye, Intel’s
Jerusalem-based subsidiary working to deploy autonomous public vehicles in Europe by 2023; and the
Israeli advertising company Taboola, which would go public on the NYSE at a $2.6 billion valuation.
The success of Israel’s ecosystem could also be partly attributed to the leadership of the Israeli public
sector. The Israel Innovation Authority, an independent agency established to provide funding platforms to
promote innovation development, has offered programs to support local entrepreneurs. Israel is also a
major draw for multinationals and global corporations, with many operating R&D centers, innovation labs
or local offices in the country to tap into the local talent.
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City Ranking
The top two city startup ecosystems remain the same as last year, with San Francisco taking the lead
followed by New York. Beijing comes third with Los Angeles ranking fourth, London ranking fifth, Boston
sixth, and Shanghai seventh, forming the “Big 7.” The score gaps of cities ranked lower than the “Big 7”
appear to be much smaller, indicating that situations are fluid and dynamic.
The city of Tel Aviv is ranked eighth globally and first in Israel, which has demonstrated a decrease of one
spot since last year. Jerusalem, with a global rank of 54, has increased by a single spot and is the secondhighest ranked city in Israel. Haifa has maintained its upward trend, increasing 24 spots to 119th globally
and third nationally.
The report made a special note of the northern Israeli city of Yokneam, which ranked 16th nationally (and
moved up 12 spots to 284th globally) as “a particularly inspiring case study of a small town relatively far
from other cities in Israel that has received tax benefits and used them in a cost-efficient way to create a
strong hub that produced a unicorn in its vibrant tech park.” This is in reference to the acquisition of
Mellanox by Nvidia for $7 billion in 2020.
Three Tel Aviv-based Israeli startups were also featured as ecosystem champions, including Appsflyer, the
mobile attribution and marketing analytics platform; virtual Work OS Monday.com which recently completed
one of the largest IPO filing for an Israeli company on the Nasdaq; and Gett, a technology platform focused
on corporate ground transportation management. In Jerusalem, content creation app developer Lightricks
and BrainQ, a developer of AI-powered technology to treat neuro disorders, were mentioned as notable
startups.
Future Prospects
Looking forward, the report suggests Israel shore up Tel Aviv’s position as a global hub facing growing
competition from Asia, Europe, and the US. In the meantime, it should strengthen development in
Jerusalem and other cities. Israeli’s regulatory reforms would also bring its Business score to an increase.
The report also notes the maturing cybersecurity industry as a source of substantial potential for Israel.
The Israeli cybersecurity sector brought in $1.5 billion in funding in 2021 across 17 deals, in the first quarter
of the year. “Many countries try to copy the Israeli model of innovation, but this ecosystem is hard to
replicate. It relies on entrepreneurs who are risk-takers by nature, and a geopolitical situation which
incentivizes innovation as a critical need for survival,” the report noted. (NoCamels 23.06)
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LEBANON: Lebanon’s Fuel Shortage Worsens Economic Crisis

Hanan Hamdan observed in Al-Monitor on 24 June that as smuggling to Syria continues and amid the
collapse of the local currency, the Lebanese people are paying the price amid fuel shortages.

It has been over a month since Lebanese drivers began lining up in their cars for hours to get gasoline amid
fuel shortages. This has added to the many crises the Lebanese are already undergoing, leaving them
even more wary about their future. It has become commonplace to see long lines on streets near gas
stations and cars stopped along the road because they had run out of fuel. Meanwhile, plastic tanks that
had been filled with gasoline and stored in homes have caused fires in residential areas, and there has
been at least one incident where a car caught fire.
Gas station workers have become the targets of almost daily attacks, and some stations have closed or
only open in the early morning hours, while others have chosen to ration fuel so that more customers can
at least get some gas. A black market has merged where gas and diesel are sold at high prices, and some
workers have accepted bribes from drivers seeking extra fuel.
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Security forces have been deployed at many stations due to incidents that have resulted in death and
vandalism. One person was killed in a shooting triggered by the fuel shortage in the town of Benin, in Akkar
in northern Lebanon. In Tyre in southern Lebanon, the gas pumps were damaged at one station. One
person even removed the gas pump hoses to force workers to fill up his car.
Officials in the hydrocarbon sector said the crisis is due to the lack of dollars at Lebanon’s Central Bank to
import fuel. In the past weeks, the importation of fuel has become limited and is not meeting the market
need. Smuggling of fuel to Syria has also caused depletion of the country's fuel stocks.
The Central Bank supports the importation of fuel by paying 90% of its price at the official exchange rate of
1,515 Lebanese pounds to the dollar, and the remaining 10% is secured by importers in dollars from the
black market, where the value of a dollar surpassed 15,000 pounds this week. Four liters of gasoline — a
little over a US gallon — is about 8,700 Lebanese pounds (about $5.75 at the official rate or 57 US cents
at the black market price) compared with about 4,600 Lebanese pounds ($3 at the official rate) before the
economic crisis erupted in 2019.
Central Bank Governor Riyad Salameh has repeatedly warned that subsidies for basic commodities will
end when the bank's mandatory minimum reserve of $17 billion is reached and called on the government
to rationalize subsidies.
The Lebanese people are afraid the fuel crisis will worsen and that there will be an increase in clashes and
the use of guns at gas stations. Fears of crime and killings have grown; one big fear is that if fuel subsidies
end and prices increase even more, many people will not be able to afford to use their vehicles.
Lama Hashem, 29, a Lebanese housewife and mother of two, told Al-Monitor, “I have grown scared of
going to the gas station, because a brawl might erupt and we might be killed by a stray bullet. When I have
to go to the gas station these days, I do not take my kids with me. What’s worse is that we will no longer
be able to buy fuel when subsidies are lifted.”
Lebanon has been struggling with the worst economic and monetary crisis in its history. Its national currency
against the dollar has collapsed, and more than half of the population has become poor. On 17 June,
caretaker Energy Minister Raymond Ghajar announced that fuel subsidies will be lifted eventually and that
the price hike will lead to a drop in fuel demand. Ghajar said, “Those who cannot pay 200,000 Lebanese
pounds [about $132 at the official rate or about $13 at the black market rate] for a tank should stop using a
car and use something else.”
Ghajar’s statement raised the ire of many Lebanese who saw it as a disregard for the magnitude of the
crisis, as there are few alternatives available. There is no reliable public transportation network, as public
buses are considered unsafe and disorganized; the majority of people commute using their own cars. The
use of cabs is a possibility, but their fares will undoubtedly have to rise due to the high price of fuel. The
cost of transportation could rise beyond the ability of a large segment of Lebanese workers, who are
generally low paid; the minimum wage is now the equivalent of $50 a month at the black market rate.
Lebanon has a railway network, but its trains are rusty and dilapidated and the system has been considered
to be defunct since the 1990s. Ahmad Tamer, director general of the Land and Maritime Transport
Directorate, told Al-Monitor, “I believe people’s concerns are justified. In order to improve public
transportation, there must be cooperation with the private sector to implement a plan and conduct studies.”
Recently, many people have replaced their cars with motorcycles and others with tuk-tuks (small threewheeled vehicles) because they consume less fuel.
Currently, distribution companies distribute the fuel to gasoline stations, but large quantities are being
smuggled to Syria. Lebanon consumes an average of 6 to 7 million liters of gasoline per day. The last
proposal of the Central Bank governor was to adopt the rate of 3,900 Lebanese pounds for the dollar in
subsidizing fuels by 100%, instead of adopting the 1,515 rate to pay for 90% of the fuel prices. The price
of a can of gasoline would then range between 60,000 and 65,000 Lebanese pounds.
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Economic expert Jean Tawile told Al-Monitor that this proposal “will not solve the fuel shortage crisis as
long as smuggling continues and the state is unable to control the distribution of fuel and limit it to the local
market. According to Aurore Feghali, director general of oil facilities, 30% to 35% of fuel imports are
smuggled to Syria, which explains the shortage in the Lebanese market. Fuel imports increased by 10%
in 2021 compared to the same period in 2019, according to the Central Bank governor, and we did not have
a fuel crisis at that time.” Tawile said, “The longer it takes to solve the problem, the greater the cost will be.
Thus, the Central Bank will use the remaining mandatory reserves.”
Tawile added, “Ending the crisis requires stopping the wrong subsidies' policy, and supporting families in
need with the help of the international community by providing ration cards so that they can buy their basic
needs, including fuel. This would end smuggling because fuel prices in Lebanon will rise and equal prices
in Syria. Therefore, they will not be smuggled or stored.” Until now, there are no clear prospects for
resolving the crisis, and cars will likely continue to line up at gasoline stations for a while, Tawile said. (AlMonitor 24.06)
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JORDAN: IMF Concludes Second Review Under Jordan’s Extended Arrangement

On 30 June, the Executive Board of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) completed the second review
of Jordan’s program supported by the Extended Fund Facility (EFF). The completion of the review will
make SDR 144.1 million (about $206 million) immediately available. This brings total IMF disbursements
to Jordan since the start of 2020 to SDR 641.51 million (around $900 million) including an SDR 291.55
million (about $400 million) purchase in May 2020 under the Rapid Financing Instrument. The Executive
Board also approved the authorities’ request to increase access under the EFF arrangement by about $200
million. Jordan’s four-year EFF of SDR 926.37 million (about $1.3 billion, equivalent to 270% of Jordan’s
quota in the IMF), was approved by the IMF’s Board on 25 March 2020.
The authorities’ timely and effective policy response has helped protect jobs and the vulnerable, while
preserving macroeconomic and financial stability. Still, COVID-19 has taken a toll on the economy, with
unemployment rising to a record high and fiscal and external deficits widening. The Fund’s financial support
will help Jordan navigate these challenges, strengthen its balance of payments, and catalyze support from
other development partners, which will be critical to enable Jordan deal with the economic and social impact
of the COVID shock, while hosting some 1.3 million Syrian refugees.
Following the Executive Board discussion, Mr. Mitsuhiro Furusawa, Deputy Managing Director and Acting
Chair, made the following statement:
“The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has been attenuated by the authorities’ timely and well-targeted
measures to save lives, protect the most vulnerable and safeguard jobs. Nevertheless, successive COVID19 waves and the sharp decline in tourism have taken a significant human and economic toll, with
unemployment reaching record high levels, and the recovery delayed. Notwithstanding these challenges,
the authorities have successfully maintained macroeconomic stability, notably by meeting all key fiscal and
reserve targets, and made very strong progress on a large number of critical structural reforms. Moreover,
Jordan’s vaccination program, one of the first in the world to cover refugees, has recently accelerated.
“In the near term, the priority remains to manage the fallout from the pandemic. Thus, the revised fiscal
targets for 2021 appropriately aim to accommodate higher spending on critical health, social protection,
and job-supporting schemes. The authorities remain committed to implementing a gradual, growth-friendly,
and equitable fiscal consolidation as the recovery becomes entrenched, in order to bolster public debt
sustainability and ensure inclusive growth. To this end, they have advanced key reforms to close tax
loopholes, broaden the tax base, and strengthen tax administration capacity. Continued high-quality
reforms to enhance the efficiency and transparency of public finances will also be important.
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“Monetary policy has been appropriately accommodative since the onset of the pandemic while supporting
the peg. Moving forward, monetary policy needs to remain flexible and data driven, balancing the need to
entrench the recovery and maintain monetary and financial stability. While the financial sector remains
sound, continued vigilance is warranted given that it will likely take time for the full effects of the pandemic
to be reflected in banks’ asset quality.
“Continued progress on structural reforms remains essential to ensure a durable and inclusive recovery.
Reforms in the electricity sector, where the authorities are working to address the high electricity costs for
businesses, remains crucial for fostering job-rich growth and enhancing competitiveness. Other reforms
should also focus on improving the business environment, reducing unemployment, particularly among
women and youth, and strengthening governance. In this context, the recent review of the most significant
power purchase agreement was an important step.
“The pandemic has significantly increased Jordan’s external financing needs, underscoring the criticality of
continued donor support, including to help shoulder the disproportionate burden Jordan has borne in
hosting refugees. The authorities have demonstrated strong reform momentum and a commitment to fiscal
transparency. These, together with continued implementation of reforms, as well as stepped up financial
assistance from development partners, will help Jordan achieve the objectives of its program and build a
stronger, more resilient, and inclusive economy.” (IMF 01.07)
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OMAN: Staff Concluding Statement of the 2021 Article IV Mission

On 6 July, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) observed that Omani authorities have acted decisively to
address the health and economic effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. While gradual recovery is expected
in 2021 and beyond, combating the pandemic and mitigating its effects remains the key near-term priority
until the recovery is firmly established. The 2021 fiscal stance balances substantial consolidation with
significant support for hard-hit sectors. Over the medium term, steadfast implementation of the authorities’
Medium-Term Fiscal Plan (MTFP) is needed to reduce fiscal vulnerabilities and put debt on a firm downward
path. The banking sector remains well-capitalized and liquid, benefiting from the sustained prudent
oversight by the central bank and the strong buffers before entering the crisis. Over the medium term,
accelerating structural reforms is paramount to unlock growth potential. In this regard, the authorities have
embarked on a broad range of structural reforms to further boost job creation, manage public resources
more efficiently, and attract more private investment.
Economic Outlook
1. Oman moved rapidly and decisively to contain the COVID-19 crisis. Containment measures and
health support to the population have limited the cases and fatalities. The authorities’ cautious approach
toward reopening has helped contained the new cases since early 2021. Fiscal, monetary and financial
support measures introduced by the government have been deployed to ease the burden on households,
firms, and banks.
2. The economy is expected to gradually recover from the pandemic and strengthen over the
medium term. Official provisional data indicate that real GDP contracted by 2.8% in 2020, with nonhydrocarbon growth at -3.9% and a shallower decline in hydrocarbon GDP. Benefiting from the projected
modest increase of hydrocarbon production, overall GDP is projected to grow around 2.5% in 2021 with
about 3% average growth over the medium term. Non-hydrocarbon GDP growth of 1.5% is projected for
2021, as vaccine rollout gradually restores domestic economic activity along with the recovery of external
demand. Thereafter, it increases gradually over the medium term as the impact of fiscal adjustment
subsides, reaching 4% in 2026. Inflation turned negative in 2020 owing to subdued demand, but it is
expected to increase to 3% in 2021 given the introduction of VAT and recovery in aggregate demand,
before declining to about 2.5% over the medium term.
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3. Fiscal and external balances are projected to improve considerably over the medium term. After
deteriorating sharply in 2020 to a deficit of about 19.3% of GDP, reflecting lower oil revenue and a slump
in economic activity, the fiscal balance is projected to improve to -2.4% of GDP in 2021 (owing to recovery
of hydrocarbon revenue beyond that anticipated in the MTFP, hiving off hydrocarbon expenditure to Energy
Development Oman (EDO), significantly higher nominal GDP reflecting a rebound in hydrocarbon prices,
and fiscal adjustment measures), and move to a surplus over the medium term, with a substantial decline
in the government debt. After rising to 13.7% of GDP in 2020, the current account deficit is expected to
decline to 0.6% of GDP over the medium term due to fiscal consolidation and higher trade balance surplus.
4. However, there are substantial uncertainties around the outlook. The emergence of COVID-19
variants could prolong the impact of the pandemic on the global outlook and financial conditions, and thus
intensify the economic impact on Oman. Volatility in oil prices would have a significant impact on the
outlook. Fiscal consolidation could weigh on economic growth and social pressures could create headwinds
for reforms. Upside risks to the outlook would come from a strong roll-out of vaccination and a stronger
rebound in global activity than anticipated. Strong fiscal consolidation and continued implementation of
structural reforms could considerably improve the outlook.
Near-Term Policies: Supporting Economic Recovery
5. The near-term priority continues to be combating the pandemic until the recovery is entrenched.
Efforts have focused on addressing the health crisis (including vaccine rollout), supporting the recovery,
minimizing economic scarring, and mitigating risks to financial stability. To this end, with a substantial recent
increase in vaccine supply, vaccine rollout has picked up quickly and the authorities hope to vaccinate 70%
of the targeted population by year-end. Also, the Economic Stimulus Plan, adopted in March 2021, provides
and extends substantial support to affected sectors and strengthens the business environment. Given the
uncertainties, these measures should remain in place until recovery is firmly established, and withdrawal of
individual measures should be carefully coordinated and calibrated to avoid undermining the recovery. At
the same time, it would be important to explore the scope for further strengthening insolvency and debt
restructuring tools to facilitate resource reallocation.
6. The 2021 fiscal stance balances frontloaded consolidation to address fiscal vulnerabilities with
support for the recovery. Adjustment of 4.3% of GDP in the non-hydrocarbon structural primary balance
is envisaged, primarily reflecting the 5% VAT introduced in April, lower wage bill primarily from mandatory
retirement, reduction in water and electricity subsidies, and modest cuts in capital spending. The impact of
consolidation is mitigated by various policy support measures including social spending and temporary
reductions and waivers of taxes and fees. With oil prices currently higher than budgeted, there is scope for
additional temporary targeted support for affected households and businesses if needed without
jeopardizing medium-term consolidation objectives. Notably, temporary social protection may be helpful to
provide income support to the jobseekers not covered by the Job Security Scheme, particularly given the
elevated female and youth unemployment rates.
7. Monetary and financial policy responses should strike a balance between supporting the
economy and containing risks to financial stability. Banks are well-capitalized and liquid despite a
slight increase in non-performing loans ratio and a decline in profitability, but credit risk is a concern going
forward given the uncertain outlook. A prolonged pandemic could further intensify corporate vulnerabilities.
The Central Bank of Oman should continue to have a forward-looking assessment of banks’ asset quality
and ensure adequate capital buffers to withstand credit risks if they materialize. Extending loan moratoria
should be data-dependent and increasingly targeted to distressed but viable borrowers.
Fiscal Policy: Reinforcing Fiscal Sustainability
8. Steadfast implementation of the Medium-Term Fiscal Plan (MTFP) is essential to reinforce fiscal
sustainability. The MTFP targets the elimination of the fiscal deficit over the medium term by boosting
non-hydrocarbon revenue while keeping nominal fiscal expenditure broadly constant and improving its
efficiency and targeting. Frontloaded consolidation measures in the 2021 budget have been smoothly
implemented, bolstering confidence. Going forward, intensive outreach to the general public and continued
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efforts to further strengthen the social safety net are essential to sustain public support for the fiscal balance
plan and structural reforms.
9. Strengthening Oman’s medium-term fiscal framework, with a clear fiscal anchor, would help in
achieving the fiscal consolidation. The government has taken important steps in developing the fiscal
framework with a balanced budget objective. However, given the sensitivity of the headline fiscal balance
to oil prices, a target for the non-hydrocarbon structural primary balance—which would be robust to oil price
and cyclical volatility while supporting the MTFP’s consolidation goals—could be an appropriate fiscal
anchor, supplemented by a floor on government net financial assets. Expanding fiscal risk analysis,
including the sensitivity of fiscal plans to varying economic scenarios, would also support the development
of contingency plans to respond to future adverse shocks. The authorities have requested IMF technical
assistance to help strengthen the medium-term fiscal framework.
10. Enhancing public financial management and fiscal governance would improve accountability
and effectiveness of policy. More disclosures in quarterly fiscal reports are needed, including on revenue,
expenditure, and financing. Adding a tax expenditure assessment to the budget would strengthen
transparency over various tax incentives. With EDO tasked with hydrocarbon capital expenditure and Oman
Investment Authority (OIA) oversight of State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs), fiscal coverage should be
expanded beyond the budgetary central government to give a better picture of the sustainability of the
broader public sector. A sovereign asset liability management framework should be developed given
eroding financial buffers and the growing role of SOEs. The establishment of the Debt Management
Committee to coordinate debt issuance of Oman and manage financial exposures is welcome. The
authorities have requested IMF technical assistance to help develop a medium-term debt strategy to guide
the government’s borrowing program and provide more predictability to the financial system.
Monetary and Financial Policies: Safeguarding Financial Stability
11. The exchange rate peg remains an appropriate policy anchor, delivering low and stable inflation.
The MTFP and structural reforms are critical to ensure external sustainability and support the exchange
rate peg.
12. The regulatory framework could be strengthened further. The Bank Resolution Framework, issued
in 2019, should be grounded in the Banking Law to provide legal certainty in supporting effective resolution
implementation. Though sectoral lending exposures are broad, risks relating to lending to the commercial
real estate sector, which has been negatively impacted by the pandemic, should be carefully monitored.
The team also notes ongoing efforts to promote Fintech to enhance financial inclusion while containing
risks.
Structural reforms: Managing the Transition toward Stronger Growth
13. Enhancing competitiveness in the private sector is a crucial element in boosting non-oil private
sector growth. Policies aimed at enhancing productivity growth and the ongoing reforms that aim at
enhancing labor market flexibility, promoting investment, and improving the business climate go in the right
direction. It would be important however to carefully assess whether the realized benefits of the free trade
zones outweigh the considerable tax exemptions given.
14. Flexible labor policies would ease human resource reallocation and strengthen job creation. To
this end, recent steps taken by the authorities include: (i) the system of multiple minimum wages linked to
qualification levels has been simplified and a single minimum wage of OMR 325/month is now in place; (ii)
a time-bound wage subsidy of OMR 200/month for first time Omani jobseekers to facilitate private sector
employment of Omanis, initially expected to cover about 15,000 persons; (iii) relaxation of restrictions on
job transfers for expatriates; (iv) the Job Security Fund—an unemployment benefit scheme—to facilitate
the reallocation of workers between different employers; and (v) efforts to update the labor law to support
efforts to strengthen labor market flexibility. Looking forward, increased attention should be paid to further
increasing female employment to promote inclusive growth. Also, to foster sustained private sector job
creation public sector wage (and benefits) growth should not outpace that of the private sector. Plans to
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further reduce the labor cost gap between Omanis and expatriates by increasing fees for hiring expatriates
should be implemented with caution to avoid undermining the price competitiveness of the private sector.
15. SOE reforms are welcome and would enhance competition and more efficient use of public
resources. The OIA’s plan to enhance the efficiency and governance of SOEs and privatize some of the
SOEs is progressing well. The near-term priorities should continue to be strengthening corporate
governance by publishing audited financial statements, assessing each entity’s business strategy and
public policy considerations, and mitigating financial exposures including intra-public sector assets and
liabilities. OIA and Capital Market Authority are working together to develop a Code of Governance for
SOEs to strengthen corporate governance, making it easier for SOEs to go through initial public offerings,
and meet the required transparency.
16. The authorities are taking actions to develop a greener Omani economy. In addition to reducing
domestic electricity and water subsidies, plans are being developed to utilize Oman’s abundant wind and
solar energy resources, which have the potential to attract domestic and foreign investors and eventually
contribute to growth and job creation. (IMF 06.07)
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EGYPT: IMF Concludes 2021 Article IV Consultation

The Executive Board of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) completed today the second and final review
of Egypt’s economic reform program supported by a 12-month Stand-By Arrangement (SBA). The
completion of the review allows the authorities to draw the equivalent of SDR 1,158.04 million (about $1.7
billion), bringing total purchases under the SBA to SDR 3,763.64 million (about $5.4 billion, 184.8% of
quota). The arrangement was approved by the Executive Board on 26 June 2020 to support the authorities’
economic reform program during the COVID-19 crisis. The program aimed to address balance of payments
needs arising from the pandemic, support the authorities’ efforts to maintain macroeconomic stability while
preserving achievements made over the prior years, and advance key structural reforms.
The Executive Board also concluded the 2021 Article IV consultation with Egypt.
Egypt entered the COVID-19 crisis with sizable buffers, thanks to reforms implemented since 2016. Faced
with unprecedented domestic and global uncertainty, the authorities’ policies struck a balance between
ensuring targeted spending to protect necessary health and social expenditures and preserving fiscal
sustainability while rebuilding international reserves. Growth is expected to reach 2.8% in FY2020/21 and
rebound strongly to 5.2% in FY2021/22, but the outlook remains clouded by uncertainty while Egypt remains
vulnerable to shocks due to its high public debt and gross financing needs.
In that context, the authorities’ near-term fiscal and monetary policies aim to support the recovery while
continuing to preserve macroeconomic stability. With the immediate crisis subsidizing, deepening and
broadening structural reforms will be essential to help unleash Egypt’s enormous growth potential. The
authorities’ structural reform agenda aims at more inclusive and sustainable private sector-led growth to
create durable jobs and improve external resilience. This will require sustained efforts to improve resource
allocation by reducing the role of the state and enhancing governance, strengthening social protection,
improving the business environment, deepening financial markets and increasing integration into global
trade. The IMF will remain closely engaged with the Egyptian authorities and continue supporting their
reform agenda.
Following the Executive Board’s discussion on Egypt, Ms. Antoinette Sayeh, Deputy Managing Director
and Acting Chair, issued the following statement:
“The Egyptian authorities have managed well the economic and social impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Proactive economic policies shielded the economy from the full brunt of the crisis, alleviating the health and
social impact of the shock while maintaining macroeconomic stability and investor confidence. The
economic recovery is underway, but the outlook is still clouded by uncertainty related to the pandemic.
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High public debt and large gross financing needs leave Egypt vulnerable to shocks or changes in financial
market conditions for emerging markets.
“The budget target for FY2021/22 strikes an appropriate balance between supporting the recovery and
keeping public debt on the projected path. The envisaged pickup in growth should allow a return to the
pre-crisis primary surplus from FY2022/23 to put public debt back on a firmly downward trajectory.
Continued progress on fiscal structural reforms is critical to ensure additional space for high priority
spending on health, education, and social protection.
“The Central Bank of Egypt’s (CBE) data driven approach to monetary policy has helped anchor inflation
expectations. Inflation remains below the CBE’s target range, providing scope for monetary policy to further
support the recovery as warranted by inflation and economic developments. Continued progress on
strengthening the monetary framework will also support monetary transmission. Two-sided exchange rate
flexibility is essential to absorb external shocks and maintain competitiveness.
“The banking system remains resilient, having entered the crisis well-capitalized and with ample liquidity.
As crisis-related measures are unwound, continued supervisory vigilance will be needed to closely monitor
lending standards.
“The authorities’ national structural reform plan aims to achieve strong private sector-led growth to create
durable employment and improve external resilience. This will require sustained efforts to improve resource
allocation by reducing the role of the state in the economy, enhancing governance and transparency,
improving the business environment, deepening financial markets, and increasing integration into global
trade.”
Executive Board Assessment
Executive Directors agreed with the thrust of the staff appraisal. They commended Egypt’s strong
performance under the Stand-by Arrangement, a result of timely policy response to the crisis and steadfast
implementation of the program with over-performance in key program targets. At the same time, Directors
cautioned that global uncertainty remains high and encouraged continued efforts to safeguard debt
sustainability, strengthen transparency and governance, and undertake structural reforms to build a
greener, digital, and more inclusive economy.
Directors lauded the satisfactory performance against the fiscal targets, including spending on health and
social protection. Noting the still-high uncertainty, they agreed with the more gradual fiscal consolidation
to support the economic recovery. However, given significant risks to debt sustainability, they emphasized
the importance of returning to the pre-COVID-19 primary surplus from FY2022/23 onwards. Directors
welcomed the medium‑term revenue strategy and the medium-term debt strategy. They stressed that
strong implementation of these strategies, including enhanced revenue mobilization, will be key for lowering
the high public debt and gross financing needs while creating space for priority spending. They also
underscored the need for continued progress toward greater fiscal transparency, including for state-owned
enterprises.
Directors commended the Central Bank of Egypt (CBE) for the monetary policy support to the economy
thus far and supported a data-driven approach to monetary policy. Given available policy space and belowtarget inflation outturns, Directors broadly encouraged the CBE to consider easing if warranted by inflation
and economic developments. They emphasized that the monetary policy framework could be further
strengthened to support monetary policy transmission. They considered that if subsidized lending facilities
were considered necessary for social objectives, they should be defined and supported in the budget rather
than implemented through the CBE. Directors noted the strong capital inflows and underscored the
importance of exchange rate flexibility as a defense against potential volatility in these flows and more
broadly against external shocks.
Directors noted the resilience of the banking system but observed that continued vigilance was warranted.
Noting the system’s high exposure to the sovereign, they welcomed efforts to help diversify banks’ revenue
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streams and enhance financial inclusion through digital financial technologies and a focus on underserved
groups. Directors also welcomed the completion of the restructuring plan for the National Investment Bank,
which will reduce fiscal and financial stability risks.
Directors emphasized the importance of deepening and broadening structural reforms to maintain strong
medium-term growth. They urged continued efforts to foster private‑sector-led growth - including reducing
the role of the state in the economy and leveling the playing field - improving the governance of public
institutions, fostering labor market participation of women and youth, and encouraging exports. They also
supported ongoing plans to transition to a greener, more digital economy. Directors commended Egypt’s
commitment to reach the Sustainable Development Goals by 2030.
It is expected that the next Article IV consultation with the Arab Republic of Egypt will be held on the
standard 12-month cycle. (IMF 23.06)
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EGYPT: Egypt Uses Soft Power in Pursuing Medical Projects in Africa

Ahmed Gomaa reported in Al-Monitor on 24 June that in a Facebook post on 19 June, the Egyptian Ministry
of Foreign Affairs announced the establishment of a malaria control project in South Sudan to be funded
by the ministry’s Agency of Partnership for Development. The announcement came after Egypt’s
ambassador to Rwanda, Ahmed El Ansary, signed on 11 June a memorandum of understanding to build
an Egyptian center for heart surgeries in the Rwandan capital, Kigali.
The Egyptian Foreign Ministry said on 11 June that the center, which is the first of its kind in East Africa,
would provide treatment for cardiovascular diseases (especially among children), training for medical staff
and nurses, and biomedical research. During the signing ceremony, Ansary said Egypt is keen on
developing the health care sector in Rwanda and providing all kinds of support, driven by its commitment
toward African countries. He expressed hope such moves would promote cooperation in the health sector,
especially in relation to medications and medical supplies.
This is not the first instance of African-Egyptian cooperation in the health sector. During a visit to Djibouti
on 27 May, Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi announced that an Egyptian hospital will be set up in
Djibouti in cooperation between the two countries. Hani Raslan, head of the Nile Basin Studies Unit at AlAhram Center for Political and Strategic Studies, told Al-Monitor, “These projects are part of the Egyptian
efforts to serve the African continent and restore Cairo’s historical role and standing in the continent. Egypt
is deploying all efforts in this regard so as to benefit the Nile Basin or other African countries.”
Raslan said the medical projects the Foreign Ministry recently announced are part of Egypt's plan to provide
services or transfer knowledge, training and expertise to Africa, and of a broader activity involving the
promotion of bilateral relations. “This activity is not new. Egypt had previously launched an initiative to
provide Hepatitis C treatment for 1 million Africans,” he added.
In March 2019, Sisi launched an initiative to eliminate hepatitis C among 1 million Africans at the Arab and
African Youth Platform in Aswan. An official source at the Egyptian Ministry of Health and Population told
Al-Monitor on condition of anonymity, “The initiative to provide hepatitis C treatment for 1 million Africans is
currently focused on three African countries, namely South Sudan, Eritrea and Chad, where more than
50,000 people received the treatment so far. This is added to the training provided to their medical staff
under the Egyptian initiative, and the provision of the necessary medical supplies and medications.”
The source explained, “There is cooperation [between the Health Ministry] with the Egyptian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs to send medical convoys and doctors to a number of African countries, including South
Sudan and Somalia, as part of bilateral cooperation to help these countries improve their health sectors.”
Rakha Hassan, a former assistant foreign minister and member of the Egyptian Council for Foreign Affairs,
told Al-Monitor, “The implementation of medical projects in some African countries and the provision of
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[specialized] health services to [African] citizens help promote their relations with Egypt at the popular and
official levels.”
Hassan added, “Some African countries are in dire need of these medical projects, whether it is Rwanda
or South Sudan. That is because a large population segment still depends on primitive and herbal
remedies, and I have seen that firsthand in some African countries. There is a need for hospitals, hospital
equipment and medical convoys with the needed supplies and medications, which would improve services
and human development in these countries.” “Egypt is training doctors and nurses in some African
countries (which he did not name) and building Egyptian hospitals and medical centers in Djibouti and
Rwanda, which is a great addition to the health sector there," he said.
Dr. Alaa Ghannam, director of the Right to Health program at the Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights,
told Al-Monitor, “Egypt has been implementing development projects in African countries since the 1960s,
but its role declined some years ago, which is why it is currently seeking to restore its leading role in the
health sector and support African countries. Such a move needs to be invested strategically so as to
improve relations and promote our role in Africa, particularly since the Nile waters consist of a major
challenge,” in reference to the crisis over the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam (GERD). Ghannam
believes “that the export of COVID-19 vaccines to African countries is another potential cooperation scope
that Egypt is willing to target.”
The Egyptian Health Ministry said on 17 June that Health Minister Hala Zayed discussed a plan to produce
the Russian Sputnik V COVID-19 vaccine in Egypt and export them to the African continent after meeting
domestic needs. Zayed had said at a meeting for an African Union body, which she attended on behalf of
Sisi on 14 January that Egypt is ready to meet the African countries’ need through its locally produced
COVID-19 vaccines as soon as manufacturing starts.
Raslan noted that many countries — which he did not name — have competed for influence in Africa at a
time when Egypt’s role there receded. But Egypt is back now to restore its role, he said, adding these
projects support Egyptian-African relations as well as Arab-African relations. “The projects do not mean
Egypt wants in return support from these African countries on specific issues. Rather, they reflect the
existing deep ties between Cairo and Africa,” he said. (Al-Monitor 24.06)
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SUDAN: Sudan to Receive Debt Relief Under the HIPC Initiative

The Executive Boards of the World Bank's International Development Association (IDA) and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) announced on 29 June that they have determined that Sudan has taken
the necessary steps to begin receiving debt relief under the enhanced Heavily Indebted Poor Countries
(HIPC) Initiative. Sudan is the 38th country to reach this milestone, known as the HIPC Decision Point.
Debt relief will support Sudan in implementing essential reforms to improve the lives of its people by allowing
the freeing up of resources to tackle poverty and improve social conditions. Sudan’s external public debt
will be irrevocably reduced—through HIPC debt relief and other debt relief initiatives anchored to the HIPC
initiative—by more than $50 billion in net present value terms, representing over 90% of Sudan’s total
external debt—if it reaches the HIPC Completion Point in about three years’ time.
In addition, as Sudan continues on its path towards peace, stability and development after more than 30
years of isolation from the international financial system, the normalization of its relations with the
international community will enable access to critical additional financial resources to strengthen the
economy and improve social conditions.
“Today marks an important milestone that will enable Sudan to significantly reduce its debt burden. This is
a potentially transformative outcome for a nation of 44 million people that has suffered conflict, instability,
and economic isolation for decades," said World Bank Group President David Malpass following the World
Bank Executive Board discussion on 28 June 2021. “The World Bank has been providing pre-arrears
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clearance grants to Sudan and supporting the Sudan Family Support Program, and I am looking forward to
further scaling up our engagement to improve the living conditions of the Sudanese people."
Sudan is committed to strengthening macroeconomic stability; implementing policies to reduce poverty;
and putting in place a set of reforms focused on fiscal sustainability, exchange rate flexibility, expanding
the social safety net, strengthening the financial sector and improving governance and transparency, in
order to reach the HIPC Completion Point. The World Bank and the IMF will continue working together to
provide the technical assistance and policy guidance needed by the authorities to achieve these goals,
including in the context of the new, 39-month IMF financial arrangement.
In addition, following the arrears clearance, the World Bank has unlocked substantial project financing
through IDA, which will provide nearly $2 billion in grants for poverty reduction and sustainable economic
recovery—with a focus on enhancing competitiveness, transparency and accountability; increasing
investment in irrigation and agriculture to support sustainable livelihoods; supporting access to energy,
water, health, and education; creating jobs; and creating entrepreneurship opportunities for women and
youth.
The leaderships of the World Bank Group and the International Monetary Fund express gratitude to their
member countries of all regions and income levels, in particular Canada, France, Italy, Malta, Saudi Arabia,
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States, together with the European Commission,
whose interventions and additional grants helped catalyze international support and raise the necessary
financial resources to help Sudan reach the Decision Point. They would also like to thank other countries
which went through their budgetary processes to contribute: Austria, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal, Spain and Turkey.
Details of the Debt Relief Operation
At the start of the HIPC process, Sudan's total public- and publicly guaranteed external debt was estimated
at $56.2 billion in NPV terms. Application of traditional debt relief mechanisms reduces this debt to $30.9
billion.


Additional debt relief under the enhanced HIPC Initiative is estimated at $23.3 billion in NPV terms.
Of this amount, $4.6 billion, $17.0 billion, and $1.7 billion are projected to be provided by official
multilateral, bilateral, and commercial creditors, respectively.



Paris Club creditors have provided financing assurances for interim debt relief to Sudan. The
largest Paris Club creditors for Sudan are France, Austria, the United States, Belgium and Italy.
The IMF Executive Board has approved interim debt relief assistance on debt service falling due to
the IMF in the period between the HIPC Decision and Completion Points. At the HIPC Completion
Point, Sudan’s current debt due to the IMF will be paid with the proceeds of voluntary financial
contributions that have been received from over 100 IMF members, including many low-income
countries.



Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative (MDRI). MDRI debt relief from IDA and the African Development
Bank would cancel all remaining claims at the Completion Point.



Altogether, Sudan’s external debt burden is expected to fall from about $56 billion (163% of GDP)
in NPV terms as of end-2020 to $6 billion (14% of GDP) once the Completion Point is reached and
with the participation of all creditors.



IMF and World Bank Arrears Clearance Operations



Arrears to IDA were cleared on 26 March 2021 through bridge financing provided by the United
States, reimbursed with the proceeds of a Development Policy Grant primarily funded from IDA’s
Arrears Clearance Set Aside in IDA19.
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Arrears to the African Development Bank Group were cleared on 12 May 2021 through bridge
financing provided by the government of the United Kingdom and contributions from Sweden and
Ireland. The bridge loan from the UK was reimbursed via the proceeds of a Policy Based Operation
Grant.



Arrears to the IMF were cleared on 29 June 2021 with the assistance of bridge financing from the
government of France, which the authorities reimbursed using front-loaded access under the new
IMF financial arrangement.

The HIPC Initiative
In 1996, the World Bank and IMF launched the HIPC Initiative to create a framework in which all creditors,
including multilateral creditors, can provide debt relief to the world's poorest and most heavily indebted
countries to ensure debt sustainability, and thereby reduce the constraints on economic growth and poverty
reduction imposed by the unsustainable debt service burdens in these countries. To date, 38 HIPC-eligible
countries, including Sudan, have reached Decision Point, of which 36 have reached Completion Point.
Created in 2005, the aim of the MDRI is to further reduce the debt of eligible low-income countries and
provide additional resources to help them reach their development objectives. Under the MDRI, three
multilateral institutions—the World Bank’s IDA, the IMF and the African Development Fund—provide 100%
debt relief on eligible debts to qualifying countries, at the time they reach the HIPC Initiative Completion
Point. Sudan will receive additional debt relief under the MDRI from the World Bank Group and the AfDB
Group, but it is not eligible for MDRI debt relief from the IMF because Sudan does not have any outstanding
MDRI-eligible loans from the IMF. Sudan, however, is expected to be considered by the IMF for “beyond
HIPC” debt relief, as was done in the case of Liberia and Somalia, which would amount to 100% debt relief
on eligible debt from the IMF. (IMF 29.06)
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GCC: Flexibility, Multifaceted Objectives Contribute to Persistence of Gulf Free Zones

Robert Mogielnicki Senior Resident Scholar at the Arab Gulf States Institute in Washington, posted on 28
June that free zones are poised to remain central elements of the post-coronavirus economic recoveries in
Gulf Arab states despite shocks impacting the broader business-oriented sector and ongoing commercial
reforms.

Free zones will be at the forefront of commercial activity as economic recovery efforts accelerate in Gulf
Arab states in response to the ebbing of the coronavirus threat. The traditional objectives associated with
free zones – designated commercial areas with eased local rules and regulations aimed to stimulate
business activities – include boosting exports in strategic sectors, attracting foreign direct investment,
and generating employment. Free zones provide an array of commercial incentives for global firms and
investors.
Given coronavirus-induced economic downturns, wide-ranging budget cuts, and ongoing economic reform
agendas across the region, the commercial pillars supporting free zones may seem to rest upon shaky
ground. Yet the Gulf’s free zone systems are likely to weather such challenges and emerge with newfound
resilience. Recent shocks have reinforced the significance of free zones as economic policy tools, and
major regional developments reveal how governments use free zones to accomplish political and foreign
policy objectives.
Free zones have served as key components of development strategies across the United Arab Emirates
and other Gulf Arab countries for decades. Jebel Ali Free Zone – Dubai’s flagship entity – boasts that it
sustains more than 135,000 jobs and accounts for approximately 28% of the emirate’s gross domestic
product. DP World, which owns Jebel Ali Free Zone, is exploring the possibility of selling a stake in the free
zone to cut the port operator’s debt – a reflection of the broad economic utility associated with Gulf free
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zones. In addition to Jebel Ali Free Zone, there are more than 40 operating free zones in the UAE alone.
Other Gulf Arab countries also have free zones, although their respective systems are smaller and usually
consist of a handful of prominent entities.
What are Free Zones?
Free zones are salient features of Gulf Arab states and their economies, but these trade and investment
hubs are often understood only in a very narrow sense. The dearth of knowledge about the region’s free
zone systems relates largely to the difficulty in defining these entities. Though free zones exist throughout
the world, there is no universally accepted definition for them.
In the Gulf region, the three key defining characteristics of free zones revolve around foreign ownership,
labor regulations, and taxes and other fees. First, free zone firms are able to maintain 100% foreign
ownership of their ventures. Many foreign investors consider this policy, which officially circumvents stricter
foreign ownership limits outside of free zones, the most significant benefit of registering in a free zone.
Second, free zones place fewer regulations on foreign labor, in essence allowing foreign companies to
avoid the often constraining, legally mandated government quotas for hiring (and promoting) local talent.
While local citizens usually work as staff members within free zone bureaucracies, expatriates constitute
the overwhelming majority of free zone firm workforces. Third, free zones provide exemptions from taxes
and other fees, such as customs duties. The slow and uneven implementation of value-added taxes across
the region has involved a complicated negotiation process with free zones. The G-7’s global corporate tax
reform initiative signals further complications for Gulf free zones: Jebel Ali Free Zone, for example, offers
0% corporate tax for 50 years as a renewable concession.
Gulf Arab governments promote free zones as central pillars of economic diversification efforts, but, like
the slow-moving processes of economic diversification, the actual track record for free zones in this regard
is mixed. Gulf governments in countries lacking substantial hydrocarbon resources tended to establish free
zones earlier and more often. Dubai and other northern emirates launched free zones in the 1980s, and
the entities continue to operate today. In these hydrocarbon-scarce emirates and countries like Oman, free
zones became useful entities for consolidating non-oil economic activities and marketing trade and
investment opportunities to a global audience. The rapid growth and success of Dubai’s logistics,
commodities trading, and media industries, for example, are hard to imagine without the free zones that
incubated and supported them.
Governments with greater hydrocarbon resources, such as Qatar and Abu Dhabi, established free zones
in the 2000s. Though economic diversification remains a key stated goal of the projects, these governments
often employ free zones in a narrow, focused sense. The Qatar Science and Technology Park forms
partnerships with industry-leading firms, while the Qatar Free Zone Authority aims to outfit the
country’s airports and seaports with advanced technology. Masdar – a renewable energy-focused city and
free zone in Abu Dhabi – is celebrating 15 years of operations geared toward becoming a global leader in
renewables and sustainable technology.
Many observers consider the Gulf’s free zone systems as evidence of a thriving private sector. While the
majority of free zone clients across the region are private sector firms, the free zone entities themselves
are almost exclusively government owned. This contrasts with counterparts outside the Middle East and
North Africa, where the majority of free zones are private entities. The limited instances in which Gulf
Arab governments have sought to increase private ownership and management of free zones, as in Kuwait
and Oman, have not been an overwhelming success. In addition, prestigious government-related entities
often serve as anchor clients in Gulf free zones to demonstrate commitment from the government, and they
provide a steady revenue stream and help attract new business.
The distinctive characteristics of Gulf labor markets likewise impact employment dynamics within free
zones. Local citizens tend to hold positions in free zone bureaucracies. New free zones, regulatory
authorities, and umbrella companies provide high-profile positions for established business elites to expand
their influence or for aspiring professionals to increase their profiles.
At the same time,
expatriates disproportionately comprise the workforces of firms registered in free zones. This is especially
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the case in the UAE and Qatar, where there are few to no restrictions on hiring expatriate workers in free
zones.
Competition Alongside Cooperation
Gulf governments often launch duplicate and overlapping development initiatives, and this extends to the
region’s free zone system. There is an abundance of media and financial free zones across the Gulf,
especially in the UAE. Abu Dhabi’s twofour54, a media free zone with ample funding, emerged amid a
crowded media free zone subsystem. The need for a media hub in the capital emirate was a
convincing justification for twofour54’s establishment and launch in 2007-08, but officials from other
emirates worried that the added competition would hamper their ability to generate non-oil revenue in the
media sphere.
A lack of horizontal cooperation among the region’s free zones has made it more difficult to manage
competitive dynamics. For example, within the UAE’s free zone system, various emirates jockey for
competitive advantage in a sector dominated by Dubai. Individual emirates have sought to improve
collaboration among their free zones. The Dubai Free Zone Council is one example of a cooperative
mechanism for free zones located in the emirate of Dubai, and the council was responsible for rolling out a
coronavirus relief package in 2020. On 11 May, Abu Dhabi also announced the establishment of a council
to review free zone regulations and create a database for free zone firms in Abu Dhabi.
Governments in other Gulf Arab countries have shuffled free zones among various umbrella organizations
and governmental departments. In many cases, these changes follow the rise of new political leadership.
After assuming power in Oman, Sultan Haitham bin Tariq al-Said established the Public Authority for
Special Economic Zones and Free Zones, which absorbed the Special Economic Zone Authority at Duqm,
one of the country’s high-profile but slow-moving megaprojects. The Qatari government created the Qatar
Free Zone Authority in 2018 and relocated two entities adjoining the new seaport and airport – previously
considered special economic zones – under the new authority. A 2019 royal mandate expanded the
purview of Saudi Arabia’s Economic Cities and Special Zones Authority – originally created in 2010 to
oversee economic cities – to include economic zones. The Saudi Ministry of Investment, established
by royal decree in February 2020, announced plans for 20 new special economic zones with investorfriendly regulatory environments at the January 2021 Future Investment Initiative summit in Riyadh.
Government officials can employ free zone statuses to enhance the commercial attractiveness of new and
existing initiatives. The high-profile Neom project in northwestern Saudi Arabia showcases free zone
characteristics. Though Kuwait’s Silk City and related northern islands’ development schemes remain in
the conceptual stages, they also include free zone elements.
Political and Foreign Policy Dimensions
Gulf officials have also leveraged free zones to advance foreign policy objectives. In the wake of the
agreement between the UAE and Israel to normalize relations, many of the newly formalized commercial
linkages occurred with and among Gulf free zones. The 25-year China-Iran Strategic Cooperation
Agreement signed on 26 March includes plans for Chinese investment in Iranian free zones. Saudi Arabia’s
early project plans for Neom called for subsuming Egyptian and Jordanian territories into a
broader transnational economic zone; however, the project’s extraterritorial dimensions have yet to
materialize in a substantive manner.
There are concerns that free zones enable various forms of illicit activities. An Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development report found that the introduction of one new export processing zone – one
type of free zone – into an economy increased counterfeiting by 5.9% on average. Moreover, various free
zones with independent regulatory authorities can make a location an attractive destination for trade-based
money laundering and other illicit financial flows.
Rather than view free zones as inherently problematic, many Gulf officials and other professionals working
in this sphere consider these entities an important frontline of defense against such illicit activities. The
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Dubai-based World Free Zones Organization’s annual conference in June promoted free zones as an
“engine of safety and compliance,” and the organization suggests that the constant glare of regulators and
policymakers … gives FZs a phenomenal opportunity to lead the paradigm of safety and compliance.” Over
time, the availability of more data and new studies can help to better clarify how free zones enable illicit
behavior or discourage it.
Reforms to foreign ownership rules, local labor regulations, and taxes threaten to diminish the impact of
commercial incentives traditionally offered by free zones. The implementation of new legal regulations
expanding the permissibility of foreign ownership in the UAE is a prime case. Yet free zones afford
governments flexibility and maneuverability to safely navigate the messy process of economic reform. For
example, stricter workforce nationalization requirements in the traditional economy can be offset by laxer
labor regulations within free zones.
Over the coming years, there is likely to be divergence in the development trajectories of the region’s free
zones. Free zones in the UAE and Qatar – where governments oversee substantial financial resources
and smaller ratios of citizens to total residents – can offer global investors attractive propositions and
actively support the development of various strategic industries. Free zones in other Gulf Arab countries
may focus on a smaller number of niche industries. But across the region, flexibility and multipurpose utility
will be the key traits of successful free zones.
Robert Mogielnicki is a senior resident scholar at the Arab Gulf States Institute in Washington. (AGSIW
26.06)
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